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Tab 1 – Biographies or CVs

Lisa Lodin Peralta

Appellate Staff Attorney
Robins Kaplan LLP
800 LaSalle Avenue
Suite 2800
Minneapolis, MN 55402-2015
612.349.8529 (tel)
612.339.4181 (fax)
LPeralta@RobinsKaplan.com
FOCUS OF PRACTICE

Appellate Advocacy and Guidance
Business Litigation

EXPERIENCE

Ms. Lodin Peralta recently joined Robins Kaplan LLP
after practicing appellate law in state and federal court
for more than two decades. She has been sole counsel
on many cases, where she did all research, briefing and
oral argument – including en banc cases in the Eighth
Circuit. Many of her cases in the Eighth Circuit
involved appointment under the Criminal Justice Act
defending indigent clients. Ms. Lodin Peralta has also
frequently been sought to co-counsel at the appellate
stage of litigation, serving as lead counsel in briefing and
at times for oral argument as well. Ms. Lodin Peralta
discovered her affinity for appellate work fresh out of
law school when she worked as a staff attorney for the
Michigan Court of Appeals and a law clerk for the
Minnesota Court of Appeals.
Prior to joining Robins Kaplan LLP, Ms. Lodin Peralta
was in practice with her husband. She was lead counsel
in all civil and criminal appeals in state and federal
courts, as well as trial court matters involving criminal
defense and family law. She also worked on immigration
appeals and civil litigation, including wrongful death
and other injury cases. She and her husband represented
10 survivors of the I-35W Bridge Collapse as members of
the Pro Bono Consortium led by Robins Kaplan LLP
attorneys Chris Messerly and Phil Sieff.

LISA LODIN PERALTA, continued
SELECTED CASES

John Gieseke v. IDCA, Inc. et al., 844 N.W.2d 210
(Minn. 2014): The Minnesota Supreme Court reversed
the court of appeals and district court in favor of my
client, vacating a damages award of $220,000. In doing
so, the supreme court officially recognized the business
tort of interference with prospective economic
advantage, and for the first time set forth the elements
for that cause of action.
United States v. Cullen, 432 F.3d 903 (8th Cir. 2006):
The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed and
remanded for resentencing of my client because the
district court committed procedural error by applying
sentencing guidelines as mandatory, and the error was
not harmless.
State v. Weaver, 733 N.W.2d 793 (Minn. App. 2007):
The Minnesota Court of Appeals reversed the seconddegree murder conviction of my client and remanded for
a new trial. The trial court had erred in allowing the
medical examiner to testify about material lab results
when the lab technician’s identity was unknown, and he
or she was unable to be cross-examined.
State v. Jacobson, 697 N.W.2d 610 (Minn. 2005),
affirming State v. Jacobson, 681 N.W.2d 398 (Minn.App.
2004): The Minnesota Supreme Court and the court of
appeals reversed the district court’s decision denying my
client’s motion seeking to admit evidence relating to his
mental state based on good faith misunderstanding of
the law. My client had relied on advice of his personal
counsel and on a letter of a chief deputy prosecutor
stating similar acts were legally permissible.
State v. Anderson, 2004 Minn. App. LEXIS 672, 2004
WL 1327689, File No. A03-1861: The court of appeals
lowered my client’s sentence to the guideline sentence
of 48 months even though my client had agreed to
upward departure of 60 months in plea agreement. We
appealed the sentence because district court’s reliance
solely on plea agreement was legally insufficient basis for
upward departure.

LISA LODIN PERALTA, continued
SELECTED CASES (Cont.)

State v. Donnay, 600 N.W.2d 471 (Minn.App. 1999):
The Minnesota Court of Appeals affirmed the
dispositional departure sentence granting defendant
probation rather than a guideline prison sentence or the
State’s requested upward durational departure.
Defendant had been driving drunk, and two passengers
were killed and one seriously injured.

BAR ADMISSIONS

Supreme Court of Minnesota
U.S. District Court, District of Minnesota
U.S. Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit

PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS

American Bar Association (2015-present)
Eighth Circuit Bar Association (2015-present)
Federal Bar Association (2015-present)
Hennepin County Bar Association (2010-present)
Hispanic National Bar Association (2009-2011, 2015present)
Minnesota Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
(1995-present), Board of Directors (1998-2000)
Minnesota Hispanic Bar Association (2007-present)
Minnesota State Bar Association (2010-present)
Minnesota Women Lawyers (2015-present)

PUBLICATIONS

“Briefly: The Ethical Duty of Competence on Appeal,”
Minnesota Lawyer (January 14, 2016)
“Immigration Practice Deskbook,” Vol. 1, 1st. ed., 2015
“The Pipeline to Diversity Starts in Preschool,”
Hennepin Lawyer (November/December 2015)

LISA LODIN PERALTA, continued
PUBLICATIONS
(Cont.)

“’Crimmigration’ – The Intersection Between Criminal
Law and Federal Immigration Law,” Chapter 5 (August
2015)
“Briefly: ‘Let’s Certify It!’” Minnesota Lawyer (April 20,
2015)
“2011 SAGE Report: Self-Audit for Gender Equity and
Diversity” Minnesota State Bar Association, 20102011(Contributing author)

SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS/
LECTURES

“Five Key Crimmigration Questions: A Case Study,”
Minnesota CLE, Minneapolis, Minnesota (August 25,
2015)
“Appellate Drafting: How to Write a More Helpful
Submission to the Court,” Minnesota CLE, Duluth,
Minnesota (August 4, 2015)
“A (New?) Cause of Action in Minnesota – Tortious
Interference with Prospective Economic Interference,”
Minnesota CLE Webcast (September 11, 2014)
“Appellate Practice for the Non-Specialist,” Minnesota
CLE: Strategic Solutions for Solo and Small Firms, Duluth,
Minnesota (August 7, 2012)
“Standards of Review for Appeals,” MSBA Criminal Law
Section CLE: Appellate Basics for Criminal Law Litigators,
St. Paul, Minnesota (May 18, 2011)
“Preserving the Record for Appeal,” Hennepin County
Public Defender’s Office, Minneapolis, Minnesota
(August 28, 2008)
“Criminal Appellate Practice: Making Your Way
Through the Minnesota Appellate Courts,” MSBA
Criminal Law Section CLE, Minneapolis, Minnesota
(March 3, 2000)

LISA LODIN PERALTA, continued
RECOGNITION

Named a “North Star Lawyer” by the Minnesota State
Bar Association for providing at least 50 hours of pro
bono legal services (2015)
“President’s Award,” Minnesota State Bar Association
(2009)
“Rising Star,” Minnesota Law & Politics Magazine
(2000-2001)

CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS

Joyce Preschool, Board of Directors Chair (2011-12);
Member (2007-12); Strategic Planning Committee CoChair (2009-10); Founder, Barristers’ Breakfast and
MHBA/Joyce Preschool Scholarship Fund (2009present)
Windom Spanish Dual Immersion School PTO
(member 2005-present); Dress Code Chair (2008present); Foreign Teaching Assistant Host Family
(2013, 2011, 2016); Classroom Volunteer (2014-15)
Basilica of St. Mary Nursery Supervisor (2002-present);
Parishioner (1995-present)
University of Michigan Twin Cities Alumni Club (1996present)

EDUCATION

University of Michigan Law School, J.D. (1993)
Creighton University, B.A., summa cum laude, Honors
Program (1990)
National Criminal Defense College, Mercer Law School
Trial Practice Institute (2010)

Peter M. Reyes, Jr., Esq.
2931 Hillsview West
peter_reyes_jr@hotmail.com
612-751-8775
EXPERIENCE

The Minnesota Court of Appeals
St. Paul, MN
Court of Appeals Judge (2014 – Present)
• Reviewing decisions of district courts as an error-correcting court on cases including
civil, family, criminal, and employment issues.
• Hearing oral arguments on appeal.
• Writing and issuing published and unpublished opinions on cases appealed.
Barnes & Thornburg LLP

Minneapolis, MN
Partner (2013 – 2014)
• Litigation
• Intellectual Property
• IP Counseling
Cargill, Incorporated
Minneapolis, MN
Senior Intellectual Property Lawyer, 2005-2013
Intellectual Property Lawyer, 2001 – 2005
• Cargill Regional Intellectual Property Coordinator for Latin America, 2005-2008
• Coordinate Intellectual Property portfolio for various business units within Cargill
• Manage IP-related litigation matters for business and functional units
• Perform Intellectual Property Due Diligence
• Coordinate with outside counsel on all IP-related matters
• Counsel, advise, and train clients on patent, trade secret, copyright, trademark and intellectual
asset management issues domestically and internationally
• Prepare, file, and prosecute patent applications
• Manage IP issues in all commercial transactions including mergers, divestitures and joint
ventures worldwide
Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi L.L.P.
Minneapolis, MN
Associate, 1997 - 2001
• Associate in the Intellectual Property Litigation Department
• Assisted and attended depositions and claim construction (Markman) hearing
• Prepared expert witness depositions and expert reports
• Wrote claim construction, expert and summary judgment briefs
Peter M. Reyes, Jr.
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• Reviewed and summarized patents, documents, briefs and case law
• Prepared experts and witnesses for depositions and counseled clients
Summer Associate, 1996
Summer Associate, 1995
Ramsey County District Court, Second Judicial District
St. Paul, MN
Judicial Law Clerk for the Honorable Salvador M. Rosas, 1996-1997
• Coordinated docket and courtroom for the Judge, including all pre-trial hearings, settlement
conferences and trials
• Drafted Orders for Judge on criminal, civil and family law matters
Metropolitan Council, Environmental Services
St. Paul, MN
Laboratory Services, Environmental Planning and Evaluation
Senior Environmental Scientist, 1993-1996
Environmental Scientist, 1989-93
Technician, 1987-89
President, Hispanic Focus (Employee) Group, 1994-1996

EDUCATION
William Mitchell College of Law
Juris Doctor, 1997, cum laude
ACTIVITIES:
• Rosalie E. Wahl Moot Court Competition, 1994-1995
• Best Brief, Rosalie E. Wahl Moot Court Competition, 1994-1995
• Nominee for the Burton Legal Writing Award, 1993-1994
• President of the WMCL Hispanic Law Student Association, 1993-1997
• Founding Member of the WMCL Hispanic Law Student Association, 1993
• Member of the WMCL Environmental Law Society, 1993-1994
University of St. Thomas
Bachelor of Arts, May 1986
Major: Chemistry
Minor: Biology
BAR ADMISSIONS
•
•
•
•

United States Supreme Court, 2011
Licensed to Practice before the United States Patent and Trademark Office, 2000
Minnesota (Federal), 1997
Minnesota (State), 1997

Peter M. Reyes, Jr.
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BAR ACTIVITIES
•

Hispanic National Bar Association (2003-present)
o Steering Committee Member, Collaborative Bar Leadership Academy (CBLA), Minneapolis,
MN (2014 - 2015)
o Executive Committee Member, HNBA/Microsoft IP Law Institute, Washington, D.C. (2014 2015)
o Member, HNBA Judicial Council (2014 – present)
o Member, 20th Annual HNBA Uvaldo Herrera Moot Competition Dispute Settlement Body
(2014-2015)
o Steering Committee Member, CBLA, Minneapolis, MN (2013 - 2014)
o Executive Committee Member, HNBA/Microsoft IP Law Institute, Washington, D.C. (2013 2014)
o Immediate Past President (2013 – 2014)
o National President (2012 – 2013)
o Founder and Chair, Inaugural HNBA/Microsoft IP Law Institute, Washington, D.C. (2012 2013)
o Founder and Steering Committee Member, Inaugural CBLA, Minneapolis, MN (2012 - 2013)
o National President-Elect (2011 – 2012)
o National Vice-President of Sections & Committees (2010 - 2011)
o National Vice-President of Regions & Affiliates (2008-2010)
o Convention Chair, HNBA 35th Annual Convention, Minneapolis, MN (2010)
o Regional President, Region XI (2004-2008)
o Chair, HNBA Audit Committee (2007 – 2011)
o Team Leader, HNBA Legislative Day, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012
o Member, HNBA In-House Counsel Committee (2007- present)
o Member, HNBA Intellectual Property Law Section (2008 – present)
o Member, International Law Section (2008 – present)
o Conference Chair, 2007 HNBA Mid-Year Conference & Moot Court Competition,
Minneapolis, MN
o Member, HNBA Executive Director Selection Committee (2006)
o Planning Committee Member, 2006 HNBA Mid-Year Conference & Moot Court
Competition, Seattle, WA
o Planning Committee Member, 2005 HNBA Mid-Year Conference & Moot Court
Competition, Dallas TX
o Member, HNBA Corporate Advisory Board (2003-2005)

•

Minnesota Hispanic Bar Association (1997 – present)
o Member, 2004 - present
o Immediate Past President (2003-2004)
o President (2000 –2003)
o Board of Directors (1997 – 2000)

•

Minnesota State Bar Association (1997 – present)
o MSBA Governance Task Force (2003 - 2004)
o MSBA Judicial Selection Task Force (2003 - 2004)
o MSBA Diversity Committee (2001 – 2006)
o MSBA Minority Bar Summits (2000 – 2005)

Peter M. Reyes, Jr.
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•

Hennepin County Bar Association (1997 – present)
o Board of Directors (2003 – 2006)

•

American Intellectual Property Association (1997 – present)
o Member of the Latin American IP Practice Group (2007 – 2009)

•

American Bar Association (1997 – present)
o Member, ABA House of Delegates (2013 – present)
o Commissioner, ABA Commission on Hispanic Legal Rights and Responsibilities (2013 –
present)
o Chair-Elect, TIPS Intellectual Property Law Committee (2010 – 2011)

•

Minnesota Intellectual Property Association (1997 – present)

PROFESSIONAL AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Member, HNBA Judicial Council (2014 – present)
Member, 20th Annual HNBA Uvaldo Herrera Moot Competition Dispute Settlement Body (20142015)
Master, The Honorable Jimmie V. Reyna IP American Inn of Court (2015 – present)
Court of Appeals Representative to the First Judicial District (2014 – present)
Member, Minnesota Historical Society Executive Council (2014 – present)
Board Member, Nationwide Hispanic Advisory Council, Big Brothers Big Sisters of America (2012 –
present)
Fellow, American Bar Foundation, MN Chapter (2010 – present)
Trustee, William Mitchell College of Law Board of Trustees (2005 – 2014)
o Secretary (2011-2012)
o Chair, Investment Committee (2012 – 2014)
Board of Directors, Neighborhood Justice Center (2001 - 2014)
Member, Cargill Law Department Diversity Committee (2001 – 2011)
Member, William Mitchell College of Law Annual Fund Committee (1999-2001)
Board of Directors, Greater Minneapolis Crisis Nursery (2001 - 2006)
Attendee, UCLA Latino Leadership Program (November 2005)
Member, Cargill Hispanic-Latino Employee Council (2005 – 2013)
o Founding Member (2005 – 2006)
o President (2006 – 2008)
Guitarist and Vocalist in the Contemporary Guitar Group “Evoking Sound,” Church of St. John the
Evangelist, 1998-2000
Volunteer Religious Education Teacher, St. John the Evangelist School, 1993-1997
Guitarist and Vocalist in the Contemporary Guitar Group, Church of St. Therese, 1986-1993

HONORS
•
•
•

Named to Poder Magazine’s list of “The 100 Most Influential Hispanics in America” for 2013.
Recipient of the Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal “Diversity in Business” Award in 2013.
Named to Poder Magazine’s list of “The 100 Most Influential Hispanics in America” for 2012.

Peter M. Reyes, Jr.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Named by Minnesota Lawyer as “Attorneys of the Year” 2012 Honoree.
Recipient of the “2008 MHBA Distinguished Service Award”
Recipient of the “2007 HNBA Regional President of the Year award”
Named by Minnesota Lawyer as one of the “Top Ten Minnesota Attorneys of the Year” in 2001
Recipient of the “1997 William Mitchell College of Law Alumni/ae Association Student Award of
Merit”
Recipient of the “1997 Second Judicial District Employee of the Year” Award

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Panel Speaker, HNBA Corporate Counsel Conference, CLE on “Leadership Skills for Lawyers,”
San Antonio, TX, March 20, 2015
Panel Speaker, 11th Annual Judicial Clerkship Expo, Hamline School of Law, February 27, 2015
Speaker, CLE on the Elimination of Bias: Lawyers Tackle Books about Bias and Diversity, Justice
Sonia Sotomayor’s “My Beloved World,” February 10, 2015
Coordinator, ABA joint CLE program, “Executive Action in Immigration Law, Pros and Cons,”
Houston, TX (February 7, 2015)
Speaker, William Mitchell College of Law joint SIPLA and LLSA program, October 7, 2014
Keynote Speaker, Cargill Hispanic-Latino Council Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration,
September 18, 2014
Moderator, “The Path to the Federal Bench” CLE, Minneapolis, MN, July 28, 2014
Panel Speaker, Minnesota's Summer of Civil Rights, Key reflections on the Civil Rights Act from
Minnesota Judges,” William Mitchell College of Law, St. Paul, MN, July 23, 2014
Speaker, 2nd Annual Collaborative Bar Leadership Academy, “Leadership Toolbox: Planning for
Impact,” Minneapolis, MN, June 28, 2014
Speaker, 2nd Annual HNBA/Microsoft IP Law Institute, “Perspectives of an IP Owner,”
Washington, D.C., June 6, 2014
Speaker to 75 fifth grade students from St. Ambrose School in Woodbury visiting the Minnesota
Judicial Center on Friday, May 30, 2014
Panel Speaker, HNBA Corporate Counsel Conference, Thursday, “Multiple Roles of the In-house
Lawyer: Ethical Issues,” March 20, 2014
Panel Speaker and HNBA Representative Speaker, ABA Commission on Hispanic Legal Rights
and Responsibilities, “The Latino Impact,” Washington, D.C., November 6, 2013
Panel Speaker, University of St. Thomas Law School, Multicultural Bar Reception, “Being a
Minority in a Large Firm or Company,” Minneapolis, MN, October 23, 2013
Keynote Speaker, Ecolab, “The Status of Immigration Reform,” St. Paul, MN, September 26, 2013
Presidential Speaker, HNBA Annual Convention, Denver, CO, September 4-7, 2013
Presidential Speaker, Inaugural HNBA/Microsoft IP Law Institute, Washington, D.C., July 7-12,
2013
Speaker, Inaugural HNBA/Microsoft IP Law Institute, “Perspectives of an IP Owner,”
Washington, D.C., July 10, 2013
Coordinator and HNBA Representative Speaker, Inaugural Collaborative Bar Leadership
Academy, Minneapolis, MN, June 27-28, 2013
Speaker, Inaugural Collaborative Bar Leadership Academy, “Leadership Toolbox: Planning for
Impact,” Minneapolis, MN, June 28, 2013
Speaker, Kelley Drye & Warren LLP Diversity Speaker Series, New York City, NY, June 6, 2013

Peter M. Reyes, Jr.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presidential Speaker, HNBA Legislative Day, Washington, D.C., May 13-15, 2013
Panel Speaker, Bank of America Diversity Series, Charlotte, NC, April 9, 2013
Presidential Speaker, HNBA 3rd Annual Corporate Counsel Conference, Atlanta, GA, March 1315, 2013
Speaker, Oregon Hispanic Bar Association Award Dinner, Friday, February 14, 2013
Panel Speaker, MCCA 13th Annual Creating Pathways to Diversity Conference, “Demographics in
Corporate Legal Departments,” Monday, September 10, 2012
Panel Speaker, NBA Corporate Leadership Forum, “Developing and Implementing Successful IP
Strategies,” Saturday, July 14, 2012
Panel Speaker, HNBA 3rd Annual Corporate Counsel Conference, “Practical Solutions for
Effectively Managing Outside Counsel Fees: The Case for Alternative Fee Arrangements,” Friday,
March 30, 2012
Keynote Speaker, Hamline University College of Law Juris Fiesta, March 24, 2012
Moderator, HNBA 36th Annual Convention, “U.S. Antitrust and Global Competition Laws,”
Friday, September 2, 2011
Speaker, ABA Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section, Intellectual Property Law Committee,
“Bio Terrorism, Bio Ethics and Intellectual Property on Trial,” August 7, 2011, Toronto, Canada.
Keynote Speaker, William Mitchell College of Law Latino Law Student Association Annual Cesar
Chavez Dinner, Friday, March 25, 2011
Panel Speaker, Minnesota State Bar Association CLE, “In-House Strategies for Promoting
Diversity Inside the Company and Among Outside Counsel,” Wednesday, February 16, 2011
Moderator, HNBA 35th Annual Convention, “Successful Cross Border Joint Ventures,” Friday,
September 10, 2010
Panel Speaker, ABA International Section Conference, “Cultural Differences in the Americas;
Lemons to Lemonade: Unique Perspectives of Hispanic In-House Counsel,” Oct. 30, 2009
Panel Speaker, 2008 HNBA Mid-Year Conference & Moot Court Competition, “General Counsel
Diversity Panel,” March 14, 2008
Panel Speaker, 2008 HNBA Iberoamerican Congress, “The International Protection of Intellectual
Property Rights and the Procedures Available in Latin America to Safeguard These Rights,”
January 29, 2008
Panel Speaker, 2007 HNBA Annual Convention, “What Does the Supreme Court’s Recent AntiPatent Stance Mean to Corporate America,” October 24, 2007
Speaker, “Ethics & Bias: Issues in the World of Intellectual Property Law – Minorities &
Intellectual Property,” MSBA CLE Program, June 6, 2007
Keynote Speaker, William Mitchell College of Law, 2nd Annual Multicultural Gala, May 16, 2007
Panel Speaker, Federal Bar Association, “The Business Case for Diversity,” May 5, 2006
Panel Speaker, 2006 HNBA Mid-Year Conference & HNBA Moot Court Competition,
“Intellectual Property Overview,” March 9, 2006
Moderator, 2006 HNBA Mid-Year Conference & HNBA Moot Court Competition, “What IP
Issues Keep Companies and their GC's Awake at Night (And What Can In-House and Outside
Counsel Do to Address These Issues),” March 11, 2006
Panel Speaker, 2005 HNBA Mid-Year Conference & HNBA Moot Court Competition
Panel Speaker, MSBA Convention, “Diversity in Practice Settings – What’s it Like Being the
New Kid on the Block?” June 2001
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PUBLICATIONS
•
•
•
•

State’s Hispanic Bar Has Made Great Strides, Minnesota Lawyer (July 2, 2001)
MHBA Sets High Bar For this Year, The Hennepin Lawyer (March 2001)
Step-Plus-Function At Last Revisted, The National Law Journal (May 24, 1999) (with Ron Schutz)
Are You “Ready for Patenting?” Pfaff And The New On-Sale Bar Test, Robins, Kaplan, Miller &
Ciresi L.L.P. Web Site (April 26, 1999) (with Ron Schutz)

HOBBIES
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive Tennis (U.S.T.A. 4.0 ranking)
First Degree Black Belt, Chung Moo Quan Martial Arts
All sports, including weightlifting, running, basketball, bicycling, and golf
Fishing and boating
Good food, wine, and spending time with family and friends

Celeste I. Villarreal
Associate Judge

Legal History
City of Austin, Associate Judge, Municipal Court, Austin, Texas
January 2010 to December 2013
Law Office of Celeste I. Villarreal
August 2009 to present
Attorney at Law
State Bar of Texas Municipal Judges Section, Chair
January 2011 to present
Mexican American Bar Association-Texas, Legislative Director
January 2011 to present
Texas Municipal Courts Association, Legislative Committee Member
September 2010 to present
Texas Tech University School of Law, Lubbock, Texas
August 2002 to May 2005
Doctor of Jurisprudence

Texas Tech University Presidential Search Advisory Committee

Women’s Caucus, President

Black Law Students Association – Frederick Douglas Moot Court Competition

Board of Barristers, Moot Court, Negotiations, Client Counseling Competitions
Office of State Senator Judith Zaffirini, Austin, Texas
April 2008 to July 2009
General Counsel and Public Information Officer
Law Office of Catherine A. Mauzy, Austin, Texas
August 2006 to December 2007
Associate Attorney

Texas State Senator Rodney Ellis, District 13, Houston & Austin, Texas
April 2006 to August 2006
Policy Advisor/Legal Counsel
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, Lubbock & Austin, Texas
September 2003 to March 2006
Editor; Capital Litigation Update;
Legislative Lobby Assistant; Research clerk
County Court at Law #3, Lubbock, Texas
January 2005 to May 2005
Judicial Clerk for the Honorable J. Paula Lanehart
Texas Tech School of Law Low Income Clinic, Lubbock, Texas
September 2004 to May 2005
Student Attorney (tax law, family law, wills)
Student-in-Charge/Project Manager, employment law
Dispute Resolution Center of Lubbock County, Lubbock, Texas
August 2004
Completion of 40 hours of training in mediation which qualifies to serve as an
impartial third party mediator in accordance with the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code.
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Washington, DC
June 2004 to August 2004
Law Clerk
Association for the Advancement of Mexican Americans, Washington, DC
July 2003 to September 2003
Legislative Policy Director
Texas House of Representatives, Austin, Texas
March 2003
Intern/Legislative Clerk
HBAA treasurer
May 2001

Media History
Office of State Senator Judith Zaffirini
Austin, Texas April 2008 to July 2009
Public Information Officer/Press Secretary
Fox News Corporation, Houston, Texas
January 2001 to May 2002
National Sales Manager, KRIV FOX 26/KTXH UPN 20
Univision, Houston, Texas
March 2000 to December 2000
Local Sales Manager, KXLN UNV 45
Katz Media Corporation, Dallas & Houston, Texas
July 1995 to February 2000
General Manager, Seltel; Senior Account Executive, Katz Continental Television
Levenson & Hill, Dallas, Texas
June 1994 to June 1995
Senior Account Executive
Paramount Stations Group, Dallas, Texas
August 1989 to May 1994
Account Executive, KTXA UPN 21
Times Mirror Corporation, Austin, Texas & Saint Louis, Missouri
September 1982 to August 1989
Account Executive, KTVI ABC 2; Production Staff, KTBC CBS 7

Published Works
Jury Bill Passed by House is Unnecessary and Unfair, April 2011, co-authored with Rep.
Roberto Alonzo
Administrative License Revocation and Occupation License Manual, 2011, TCDLA publications,
editor
Texas Traffic Laws 2010, TCDLA publications, editor
Texas Annotated Non-Penal Code Crimes 2010, TCDLA publications, editor
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure 2009, TCDLA publications, editor
Texas Traffic Laws 2008, TCDLA publications, editor.

Search and Seizure Manual, TCDLA publications, editor
Criminal Law Legislative Update, Texas Bar Journal, September 2007, contributing author.
Baby Lawyers: A View From the Bottom, Voice for the Defense, January/February 2006.
Death Row USA: The Numbers Continue to Decline, Capital Litigation Update, Vol. 4 No. 11,
August 2004.
The Innocence Protection Act of 2003, Capital Litigation Update, Vol. 4 No. 9, June 2004.
A Sign of the Times, Voice for the Defense, May 2004.
Delma Banks – A Hallmark of Texas Injustice, Capital Litigation Update, Vol. 4 No. 7, April
2004.
Supreme Court to Decide on Death Penalty for Teens, Capital Litigation Update, Vol. 4 No. 6,
March 2004.

Community
2011: Mexican-American Bar Association, board member, Legislative Director
2011: Hispanic National Bar Association, member, External Affairs candidate
2010: FuturoFund, board member, grants committee.
2009-present: Austin Tejano Democrats, member
2009: Austin Partners in Education, math tutor, Fulmore Middle School
2009: Downtown Austin Community Court Advisory Board
2009-present: Hispanic Bar Association of Austin, Foundation Board Member
2006-2009: NARAL Pro-Choice Texas, Chair, (c)(3) Foundation
2006-present: Austin Women’s Political Caucus, Member
2005-present: National Women’s Political Caucus, Member
2005-present: Hispanic Bar Association of Austin, Education Outreach Committee
2006-2007: American Women in Radio & Television, National Board Member, Government
Relations Committee

2006-2007: AWRT Austin Chapter, Board Member, Government Relations Chair
2001-2002: Association for the Advancement of Mexican-Americans, Board of Directors
2002: George I. Sanchez High School, Commencement Keynote speaker
2000-2002: American Women in Radio & Television, President, Houston Chapter
2000: Community In Schools, mentor program, Houston
1997-2001: Houston Advertising Federation, Member
1990-1997: AWRT Dallas Chapter, Board Member; founder/sponsor, STARS, Student in
Television & Radio Society, UTA
1991-1994: Triathlon Federation USA, Board of Directors, Southwest Region
1985-1990: YMCA of Greater St. Louis, Vice Chairman/Chairman-Elect, Board Member
1987-1990: Big Brothers, Big Sisters of St. Louis, mentor
1986-1990: Vaughn Carr Housing Project Youth Program, co-founder

Speaker Presentations
2011: Hispanic Issues Section, State Bar of Texas, Annual Meeting Legislative Update
2011: Mexican-American Bar Association of Texas, Moderator, Legislative Update Panel
2011: Mexican-American Bar Association of El Paso, CLE presentation speaker
2010: National Association of Blacks in Criminal Justice, Panel Speaker, Leadership Lessons
Learned, Huston-Tillotson University

Awards
Certificate of Appreciation, Mayor Will Wynn and the Austin City Council, 2009
Pro Bono Community Service Award, Northwest Texas Legal Aid of Lubbock, 2005
Who’s Who Among American Law Students, Volume 24, 2005.
National Association of Women Lawyers 2005 Outstanding Student Award.
Judge Meade Griffin Award, 2005, awarded by Locke Liddell & Sapp, LLP.
Certificate of Appreciation, Texas Tech University School of Law. In recognition of exemplary
participation as a student attorney in Low Income Tax Clinic Fall 2004, and Civil Litigation
Clinic, Spring 2005.
1989 Endurance Athlete of the Year, Greater Saint Louis YMCA

Tab 2 – Course Materials (articles, publications, other materials)

“Judicial Ethics and the Internet: May Judges Search
the Internet in Evaluating and Deciding a Case?”

David H. Tennant & Laurie M. Seal
16 ABA Prof. Lawyer 2 (2005)

JUDICIAL ETHICS AND THE INTERNET: MAY JUDGES SEARCH THE
INTERNET IN EVALUATING AND DECIDING A CASE?
David H. Tennant and Laurie M. Seal
The United States Supreme Court has described the Internet as "a vast library including
millions of readily available and indexed publications"1 with content as "diverse as human
thought."2 Accessing this vast library has become simple for anyone owning a computer, thanks
to the development of search engine like Google and Yahoo. To the curious individual, these
search engines provide alluring doorways to swift answers, offering a wealth of easily obtainable
information.3 Given the enormous popularity of the Internet as a "library at-your-fingertips," it
may not be surprising to see references to search engines and Web pages popping up more and
more in judicial opinions. As such references increase, however, so do candid concerns over
whether it is appropriate for judges to explore the Internet in deciding their cases.4 Raised
eyebrows over the practice are turning into a compelling controversy – one that judges, state
judicial disciplinary rule makers, and bar associations alike will want to evaluate.
I.

Courts and Judges Turn to the Internet
In 2002, the California Supreme Court decided a case involving the use of stun belts in

the courtroom on criminal defendants.5 The court reversed the conviction of a defendant who
had been compelled to wear a stun belt while testifying.6 In its opinion, the court reviewed
various features of stun belts, including how they operate and what types of injury they may
inflict, by citing to magazine articles, newspaper articles and a student comment.7 The decision
was countered by a forceful dissent, which upbraided the court for using the Internet to delve
into unnecessary factual inquiries: "[W]e could have waited for a case that raised these questions
on an adequate record. Instead, the majority . . . rush[ed] to judgment after conducting an
embarrassing Google.com search for information outside the record . . ."8

R842000.1

In 2001, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the conviction of a drug dealer
who was caught in a sting operation.9 The drug dealer allegedly used code lingo to convey the
prices for given amounts of cocaine, and the prosecution had asserted that the dealer's references
to "Eighteenth Street" constituted a demand for $1,800.10 The prosecution's assertion was
supported by, among other things, the fact that no Eighteenth Street existed in the city.11 One
dissenting judge attacked the majority's decision after having conducted her own search on the
Internet for maps. She noted that although "someone consulting the Internet map source
MapQuest" would not find an Eighteenth Street in the city, someone consulting MapBlast!, an
alternative Internet map source, would succeed in finding an Eighteenth Street.12
These cases illustrate the apparent willingness of judges to consult the Internet and
indulge in a little independent fact-finding when evaluating a case. This willingness is manifest
in opinions being issued from courts across the nation, including courts in New York. In 2000,
federal district and state courts in New York issued approximately forty-five opinions
referencing Internet sites. In 2004, those same courts issued approximately 140 opinions
referencing Internet sites,13 and the number will likely continue to increase.14
Two recent opinions, one from a federal court in New York and one from a New York
civil court, demonstrate how the Internet is influencing the decisions of judges in that state. In
the first case, Rodriguez v. Schriver, a magistrate judge reviewed the conviction of an Hispanic
defendant to see whether the prosecutor had unlawfully exercised peremptory challenges to
exclude Hispanic jurors.15 The prosecutor testified that of the prospective Hispanic jurors, one
was seated as a regular juror.16 The judge conducted a Google search on the Internet to examine
the construction and origin of the seated juror's name, ultimately producing doubt as to whether
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the seated juror was indeed Hispanic.17 In the end, the judge vacated the defendant's conviction
on other grounds.18
In the second case, N.Y.C. Med. & Neurodiagnostic, P.C. v. Republic W. Ins. Co., a civil
court was asked to defend its extensive use of Internet resources by a defendant insurance
company that lost a motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction.19 The defendant insured U-Haul
vehicles, one of which was involved in an accident in New York.20 In deciding that the court had
jurisdiction over the defendant, the judge had voluntarily gathered factual information from a
state governmental Web site (which reported that the defendant was licensed to do insurance
business in the state), the defendant's company Web site (which reported that the company
operates in 49 states), and U-Haul's company Web site (which reported a connection to the
defendant as well as the existence of multiple U-Haul facilities in the specific county at issue).21
The defendant attacked the court's reliance on factual information gleaned from the Internet, and
the court saw the matter as one of first impression: "[The defendant] appears to be the first in the
nation to challenge a court's use of the internet to deflate the sails of a party's arguments."22
The court forcefully denied any impropriety in its actions and listed several justifications
for its use of Internet resources. First, regarding the court's use of a governmental Web site, the
court praised at length the creation of Web sites by governmental entities:
Legislative bodies, courts, governmental agencies, and public entities have
commendably made information available on web sites that have dramatically
facilitated the quick location of information. Just as computerized research of
Westlaw and Lexis have made resort to more time-consuming conventional
research secondary, factual information and data that, in the past, would have
taken days and hours to retrieve, are now available in a matter of seconds.
Technological breakthroughs, including the immediate scanning of important
documents and the tapping of a few strokes on a computer keyboard, speed factfinding [sic], ensure that documents will not be lost, misplaced, or stolen, and are
highly reliable. For a researcher not to employ information placed on a
governmental web site, by a civil servant, for the benefit of the public would,
indeed, be negligent and ridiculous. For a judge to ignore these new
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technological changes, made available by government and encouraged by court
systems, would be to blind oneself.23
Second, regarding the court's use of company Web sites, the court reasoned that information
placed on those Web sites constituted party admissions and thus were fair game for
consideration.24 Third, the court emphasized that no member of the judge’s staff had conducted
a personal investigation because the court did not send anyone out to inspect U-Haul facilities or
inquire about insurance, and the court did not obtain its information via random Internet
searches.25 Fourth, the court took comfort in the great number of other courts that have cited
Internet materials, noting that "federal and state courts, throughout the country, readily and
without apology, will refer to a Web site whenever necessary or helpful to make a point."26
Fifth, the court offered a distinction between private and public computer use: "[T]he research
on the Web sites was done not on some private personal computer, but on Internet access
provided by the Office of Court Administration to the undersigned and every other Judge of this
State, reflecting a policy that courts utilize emerging technology in dispensing justice."27
Finally, the court dismissed the defendant's argument that the court had acted as plaintiff's
advocate, stating that its decision was not based solely on information obtained from the
Internet.28
Despite the court’s comprehensive defense of its use of the Internet, its decision was
reversed on appeal.29 The appellate court complained that the lower court made findings of fact
“based not upon the submissions of counsel but rather upon its own Internet research.”30 The
appellate court chided the lower court for “initiating its own investigation into the facts when,
based upon the insufficient submissions of plaintiff, the court should have dismissed the
complaint.”31 One appellate judge dissented, however, saying that the lower court’s “use of the
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Web site of the New York State Department of Insurance . . . was proper” because it was akin to
the court taking judicial notice of matters of public record.32
Collectively, these cases, and the increasing number of cases like them, raise myriad
questions about the proper role of the Internet in the judicial decision-making process. How
freely should judges access Internet resources? As used in judicial opinions today, is the Internet
a trusted library, a convenient expert witness, or a troublesome intruder in the adversarial
process? As discussed in the following paragraphs, judicial reliance on the Internet raises a
number of discrete concerns.
II.

Concerns Raised by Judicial Use of the Internet
While the Internet is an invaluable research tool, it is not clear that it is a reliable or

appropriate tool for bolstering judicial opinions. Three points to consider in evaluating judicial
use of the Internet are (1) authoritativeness and accuracy; (2) fairness to the parties; and (3)
permanency.
A.

Authoritativeness and Accuracy

There is a significant risk of misinformation when using the Internet. The Internet retains
its popularity, in part, because the opportunity to publish and add to its content is largely
unrestricted. Yet this open invitation to publish also operates to discredit the authoritativeness
and accuracy of Internet materials. "[A]nyone with an Internet service provider and a quarter to
call it can set up a Web page that looks as official as a 1040 form, without the quality control that
used to come from editors, fact checkers, and large publishing houses. There are few barriers to
bad information on line."33
Internet search engines do not distinguish between material published by genuine experts
and that published by high school students, leaving the searcher to sort fact from fiction. In
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addition, it may be difficult to locate impartial presentations of information on the Internet, as
many publishers use the Internet as a vehicle for political or economic gain. Some of these
publishers choose Internet addresses that are confusingly similar to the addresses of other, more
official, Internet sites.34 In short, there is an undeniable element of unreliability to Internet
research, and judges should perhaps be more reluctant to move away from more traditional,
trusted sources. Even The Bluebook recognizes that "[m]any internet sources . . . do not
consistently satisfy traditional criteria for cite-worthiness."35
Some courts have already declared distrust of Internet materials. In St. Clair v. Johnny's
Oyster & Shrimp, Inc., a Texas federal judge refused to consider evidence offered by a plaintiff
to demonstrate that the defendant owned a certain vessel.36 The evidence consisted of data the
plaintiff gathered off the United States Coast Guard's online vessel database, and the court
rejected it as inherently untrustworthy:
While some look to the Internet as an innovative vehicle for communication, the
Court continues to warily and wearily view it largely as one large catalyst for
rumor, innuendo, and misinformation. . . . Anyone can put anything on the
Internet. No web-site is monitored for accuracy and nothing contained therein is
under oath or even subject to independent verification absent underlying
documentation. Moreover, the Court holds no illusions that hackers can
adulterate the content on any web-site from any location at any time. For these
reasons, any evidence procured off the Internet is adequate for
almost nothing . . .37
Of course, not all Internet sites are created equal, and some naturally lend themselves to
more credibility than others. Governmental sites, for example, reflect more trustworthiness than
commercial or private sites, the assumption being that governmental entities are impartial
reporters of likely accurate information. New York courts accordingly refer to federal and state
governmental sites more often than other types of sites,38 as do appellate courts nationwide.39
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At times, however, New York courts have found other Internet sources useful: information
about alcoholism on the National Council on Alcoholism's Web site aided a court in determining
that a man was an alcoholic and therefore should not have custody of his son,40 an article about
learning disabilities on a university professor's Web site aided a court in determining that a
school did not respond properly to a student's misbehavior,41 and a petsmart.com article provided
another court with background information on the docking of dogs' tails.42
Given the potential for misinformation in Internet research, the New York Bar
Association Committee on Professional Ethics has issued the following caution to attorneys:
"To the extent that the attorney in performing legal research for clients relies on information
obtained from searching of Internet sites, the attorney’s duty under Canon 6 to represent the
client competently requires that the attorney take care to assure that the information obtained is
reliable."43 No similar caution, however, has apparently been issued to judges.
B.

Fairness to the Parties

Fairness to the parties is a major concern. Parties, after all, cannot predict when a judge
is going to independently use the Internet to gather supplemental information. Nor can parties
predict what searches the judge might conduct on the Internet, what sites the judge might view,
or how much deference the judge will afford the retrieved information. Concerned attorneys
might find themselves making preemptive perusals of Internet sources in an effort not to be
caught off guard by the court.
Furthermore, parties do not receive notice of the court's intention to rely on Internet
materials in making a decision or an opportunity to contest the accuracy or relevancy of those
materials. This lack of notice and an opportunity to respond is especially problematic when
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courts use information from the Internet to evaluate or resolve the parties' substantive factual
disputes. The appellate court in N.Y.C. Med. & Neurodiagnostic, P.C. highlighted this problem:
In conducting its own independent factual research, the [lower] court
improperly went outside the record in order to arrive at its conclusions,
and deprived the parties an opportunity to respond to its factual findings.
In effect, it usurped the role of counsel and went beyond its judicial
mandate of impartiality.44
A party against whom Internet materials have been used may feel that the court, as an uninvited
advocate, has improperly championed the succeeding party's cause. Indeed, critics of judicial
use of the Internet have urged the adoption of a "don't Google the defendant" rule to prevent such
a result.45
Moreover, the ease with which information can be retrieved from the Internet may
encourage courts to sidestep important evidentiary rules. Parties wishing to submit evidence to
the court, including evidence obtained from the Internet, must satisfy longstanding rules of
authentication and hearsay. Many courts have approached submissions of Internet evidence
warily, and scholars have consequently produced treatises and articles explaining how parties
with Internet materials can successfully conform to evidentiary rules.46 A court displaces the
rules, however, by consulting sources outside of the record not proven to be reliable by sworn
affidavit or live testimony. Doubts arise when a court "substitutes its own questionable research
results for evidence that should have been tested in the trial court for credibility, reliability,
accuracy, and trustworthiness."47
This is not to say that courts are prohibited from taking judicial notice of certain facts
when rendering a decision. The Internet, however, does not appear to be an acceptable provider
of such facts. In New York, a "court may take judicial notice of facts which are capable of
immediate and accurate determination by resort to easily accessible sources of indisputable
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accuracy."48 Under the Federal Rules of Evidence, a court may take judicial notice of facts that
are "not subject to reasonable dispute" because they are "generally known within the territorial
jurisdiction of the trial court" or "capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned."49 As discussed above, courts would
be hard-pressed to cite the Internet as a source of indisputable accuracy, although government
Web sites with statutory authority to collect and report specific information would be the best
candidates for such treatment.50
In sum, judges who access the Internet to obtain supplemental information for a case risk
overstepping their roles and skirting fairness to the parties.
C.

Permanency

The Internet is by nature an unstable, ever-changing medium, which makes citation to
specific Web pages problematic. 51 The contents of Web pages are easily and frequently altered.
In a short time, the content of a cited page may evolve into something very different from what
the court originally cited. This may frustrate future legal researchers and mislead them as to
what the court actually considered in deciding the case. In addition, some Internet pages require
subscriptions or passwords for access, further complicating review by others.
Other Internet pages may be relocated or may disappear altogether, rendering the links
provided in judicial opinions worthless. This troublesome phenomenon has been referred to as
"link rot."52 In 2002, one researcher found that a high percentage of court Internet citations
referred to Web pages that were no longer accessible.53 Of all the citations made in 1997 cases,
84.6 percent contained invalid links, and of all the citations made in 2001 cases, 34 percent
already contained invalid links.54
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Given the problem of impermanence in Internet citations, courts may want to reevaluate
their reliance on Internet materials. "[Courts should] strive to cite authority in its most
permanent manifestation, even if that means resorting to a book or periodical in traditional print
format, using the Internet source simply as a convenient parallel citation."55
III.

Guidance from Codes of Judicial Conduct
Are judges prohibited under canons of judicial conduct from independently accessing the

Internet? Not expressly. The Code of Conduct for United States Judges does not address
Internet searches by judges, and neither does the American Bar Association's Model Code of
Judicial Conduct, which has been adopted by New York. The Model Code does, however,
contain a relevant comment in Canon 3 ("A judge shall perform the duties of judicial office
impartially and diligently").56 The commentary to that canon states, "A judge must not
independently investigate facts in a case and must consider only the evidence presented."57 This
comment suggests that judges who obtain information from the Internet and apply the
information in resolving factual disputes may be acting inappropriately.
The ABA Joint Commission to Evaluate the Model Code of Judicial Conduct has
recently proposed a revision to the Model Code that more specifically restricts judges from
accessing the Internet. The Commission's 2004 draft of the Model Code states within its rule
2.09 that "a judge shall not independently investigate facts in a case."58 The commentary to that
rule provides as follows: "The prohibition against a judge investigating the facts of a case
independently or through a member of the judge's staff extends to information available in all
mediums including electronic access."59 The Association of the Bar of the City of New York
Committee on Professional and Judicial Ethics and Committee on Government Ethics jointly
responded positively to the Joint Commission's draft: "Because facts obtained on the Internet and
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in other electronic media are often incomplete or incorrect, we support this important
principle."60
The proposed revision to the Model Code would thus prohibit inquisitive judges from
using the Internet to investigate the facts of a case. The revision, therefore, makes a step towards
addressing the concerns raised above. At the same time, however, the revision leaves some
ambiguity as to whether judges are completely prohibited from searching the Internet. For
example, may judges still use the Internet to find background information for an opinion? Is the
factual information fair game so long as it is not applied directly to resolving the factual dispute
at hand? Should there be some allowance for references to governmental Web sites? Also, the
Model Code does not distinguish between trial and appellate judges. Appellate courts
traditionally enjoy greater leeway in the breadth of their considerations because they must set
precedent for future decisions and often make policy determinations. Are they restricted to the
same extent as trial courts? Further revisions and debate may be needed to clarify the matter.
IV.

Recommendations
Judges, litigators, and bar associations should be aware that judicial citations to the

Internet are becoming more prevalent. They should also be aware that judicial searching and
citing of Internet materials raises concerns of accuracy, fairness, and permanency. Judges should
exercise caution in accessing factual information on the Internet, taking care not to let
questionable Web site materials improperly influence case outcomes. Those bodies charged with
making and applying state judicial rules should assess the need for clearer rules. Practicing
attorneys should question the propriety of decisions revealing extensive use of Internet materials
outside of the record. Bar associations should evaluate the proposed revisions to the Model Code
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and consider more broadly the question of limiting the influence of the Internet in judicial
decision making.
It may be naïve to think that courts will cease consulting such an accessible and vast
storehouse of information. And some may view such use of the Internet as helping to better
inform courts and keep litigants honest.61 A solution that recognizes the potential benefits of
using the Internet, while addressing at least some of the concerns raised above, is to treat judicial
Internet searches as ex parte communications under codes of judicial conduct. The proposed
revised Model Code provides the following relevant guidelines:
A judge shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex parte communications or
consider other communications made to the judge outside the presence of the
parties concerning a pending or impending proceeding except . . . [a] judge may
obtain information and opinions from a disinterested expert in a proceeding
before the judge if, before the record is closed, the judge gives notice to the
parties of the person consulted and the substance of the advice obtained and
affords the parties reasonable opportunity to respond.62
Following these guidelines, a judge who intends to rely on materials obtained by searching the
Internet must first inform the parties of the substance of the materials, and then offer the parties
an opportunity to respond. Thus, before a decision is rendered, litigants would be aware of the
Internet information and be able to contest its accuracy and relevancy.
The emergence of new technology often correlates with the emergence of new legal
issues. Learning about and discussing this new legal issue will help ensure that the Internet is
not afforded too large a role in the judicial decision-making process.
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INTRODUCTION
A.

Temptation

Appellate judges in the twenty-first century find themselves
in a world where litigation—both civil and criminal—involves a vast
array of complex and technical factual disputes. These lawsuits, in
turn, may cause judges to seek a greater level of expertise in order to
deal competently with the evidence that will be relevant to those
disputes.1 Courts are asked to decide questions such as: whether
medicine can eliminate the risk of dying in severe pain; whether
psychologists can predict future dangerousness; whether punishments deter crime; whether building projects threaten wildlife; and
whether exposure to various chemicals creates a risk of public
injuries or death.2 An appellate court, ordinarily bound by a case’s
trial court record, might want information outside the record because
an issue is very difficult, or because the record is inadequate,
especially if one party had far superior resources leading to a
lopsided presentation, or because technical knowledge has evolved
since the time of trial.
At the same time, advances in communication technology
have brought the world’s library to the courthouse, requiring no
onerous trips across town or index searches but only the click of a
mouse. When judges feel the need for additional information, the

1. Rorie Sherman, Judges Learning Daubert: “Junk Science” Rule Used
Broadly, NAT’L L.J., Oct. 4, 1993, at 3, 28 (quoting United States District Judge
Jack Weinstein as saying, “After all . . . we’re not scientists. We’re in strange
territory, and we want to do the best we can.”).
2. See Stephen Breyer, The Interdependence of Science and Law, 82
JUDICATURE 24, 25 (1998) (expounding on the wide variety of cases a judge can
hear).
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easy availability of the Internet is a powerful temptation.3 This
combination of felt need and ready access has turned a oncemarginal concern into a dilemma that affects courts and litigants
daily. The problem of judicial research has always been with us,
lurking in the margins, and yet we do not have a workable
framework for discerning when it is and is not permissible. We can
no longer comprehensively fail to engage this question, because it is
now taking on a central importance to proper judicial decisionmaking in an increasing number of cases.
Consider the following fictional but typical situation:
Judge Felix was a member of a three-judge panel of an
intermediate appellate court. The panel heard the appeal of a
criminal matter involving an assault by a group of young men on
another young man. The defendant denied that he had committed the
crime, and the circumstantial evidence against him included
testimony by a police officer that the defendant and his friends had
been seen leaving a movie theater one block from the crime scene
just seconds before the crime occurred. In addition, the defendant
sought to introduce into evidence a brain scan done on the defendant.
The defense alleged that the defendant had a pre-existing head injury
which caused the defendant to suffer from thought disruptions and
exhibit anti-social behavior. After a hearing at which both sides
introduced evidence concerning the reliability and significance of the
scan done on the defendant, the trial court refused to admit the
evidence, finding that the underlying scientific theory and
methodology was not sufficiently reliable to pass muster under
Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.4 The defendant was
convicted and appealed.
On appeal, the defendant argued that exclusion of the brain
scan evidence was both erroneous and prejudicial. The state, based
on the trial court record and citing cases from other jurisdictions,

3. See, e.g., Coleen M. Barger, On the Internet, Nobody Knows You’re a
Judge: Appellate Courts’ Use of Internet Materials, 4 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS
417 (2002) (documenting dramatic increase in courts’ citation of Internet
materials); Molly McDonough, In Google We Trust?, A.B.A. J., Oct. 2004, at 30,
30 (citing frequency of judges “googling” items pertinent to their cases); see also
David H. Tennant & Laurie M. Seal, Judicial Ethics and the Internet: May Judges
Search the Internet in Evaluating and Deciding a Case?, 16 PROF. LAWYER 2
(2005) (discussing judicial research on the Internet).
4. 509 U.S. 579 (1993).
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argued that the science that supports the interpreted results of
scanning is suspect and that other courts that have considered scans
have found them not particularly useful. Defendant also challenged
the sufficiency of the evidence supporting his conviction.
Judge Felix remembered a class that she had attended a year
earlier at a conference on science in the courtroom (sponsored by the
Foundation for Common Sense, held at a lovely resort in Arizona,
and with tuition and expenses for the judge and her spouse
underwritten by the American District Attorneys Association), which
had materials on brain scanning. Judge Felix went to her syllabus,
found the material, and read it. She found some of the material to be
inconsistent with the trial record. Judge Felix then went online,
found a scientific article about the testing, and noted numerous
concerns about the value of such scanning. She also found articles to
the contrary, which argued that certain kinds of physical injuries, as
demonstrated by brain scans, have significant effects on a person’s
ability to control his behavior, but Judge Felix found these articles to
be less persuasive than the view she had heard at the conference.
Armed with all of this information discounting the value of
the scanning methodology, Judge Felix argued to her colleagues on
the panel that the trial court was correct in excluding the brain scan
evidence. In fact, she argued that the court should rule as a matter of
law that henceforth in the state, brain scans are inadmissible to show
any causal link between injury and impulse control.
At the case conference, Judge Felix’s colleague, Judge
Garfield, revealed some research of his own. He wanted to get a
better feel for the strength of the circumstantial evidence, so he used
Mapquest online, inserted the address of the movie theater and the
address of the crime scene, and learned that they were actually about
ten blocks apart. In case Mapquest was wrong, he double-checked
the information on Google Maps and got the same answer. He then
went to Google Earth, got a 3-D view of the area, and concluded that
the defendant could not have made it from the theater to the crime
scene in time to have committed the crime. At the case conference,
Judge Garfield argued that the conviction should be reversed on that
basis. (At trial, the only relevant testimony was the police officer’s.)
It turned out that the third judge on the panel, Judge
Sylvester, wrote the opinion for the court. She wanted to be sure that
in writing about these brain scan issues she used the correct language
in a knowledgeable way. The record from the trial court was a bit
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sketchy. She therefore decided to do a tiny bit of research in her
son’s college psychology textbook just to provide context and
answer some basic questions about the scanning methodology in
order to frame the issues properly. She didn’t want the opinion to
sound stupid. Judge Sylvester’s opinion disclosed neither her own
research nor that of Judges Felix and Garfield.
All three of these judges made a decision to do independent
research—to go beyond the trial court record, and beyond the
information supplied by the parties, in order to deal with the issues in
the case. Were they wrong?
B.

Limits

Concerned about the growing temptation to do factual
research, the ABA Joint Commission to Evaluate the Code of
Judicial Conduct (the Commission) explicitly addressed the research
issue in the new ABA Model Code.5 “A judge shall not investigate
facts in a matter independently, and shall consider only the evidence
presented and any facts that may properly be judicially noted.”6 The
Internet rates an explicit mention, as one Comment notes that “[t]he
prohibition against a judge investigating the facts in a matter extends
to information available in all mediums, including electronic.”7 The
new rule sounds like a broad prohibition on independent research by

5. The work of the Commission is summarized on the ABA’s website. Joint
Commission to Evaluate the Model Code of Judicial Conduct Home Page,
http://www.abanet.org/judicialethics/home.html (last visited October 5, 2008).
The new Code was officially adopted in February of 2007, with the support of the
Conference of Chief Justices and the co-sponsorship of the Judicial Division of the
ABA, the ABA Standing Committees on Ethics and Professional Responsibility,
on Professional Discipline and on Judicial Independence, and the ABA Sections of
Litigation, Dispute Resolution and the American Judicature Society. Id.
Information about state consideration and implementation of the 2007 Model Code
of Judicial Conduct is available at the Center for Professional Responsibility
Online. Center for Professional Responsibility, State Adoption of Revised Model
Code of Judicial Conduct, http://www.abanet.org/cpr/jclr/map.html (last visited
October 5, 2008).
6. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 2.9(C) (2007). Compare id., with
MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 3(B)(7) cmt. (1990) (repealed 2007)
(“A judge must not independently investigate facts in a case and must consider
only the evidence presented.”).
7. Model Code of Judicial Conduct R. 2.9 cmt. 6 (2007).
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judges, leaving the parties and the record as the primary source for
decisions.
By including the reference to judicial notice, however, the
Model Code opens a loophole. If the ethics rules are meant to
incorporate the totality of federal and state evidence rules’ approach
to what judges can “know” on their own, the research prohibition is a
narrow one. Judges may not independently investigate adjudicative
facts—the facts that are at issue in the particular case—unless they
are generally known or “capable of accurate and ready determination
by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be
questioned.”8 But they may independently ascertain and use information that meets the requirements for judicial notice, and they may
investigate “legislative facts”—those that inform the court’s
judgment when deciding questions of law or policy—to their hearts’
content, bound by no rules about sources, reliability, or notice to the
parties.9
In addition to these specific rules about research—which is
functionally treated as an ex parte communication—the new ethics
rules also provide some limits based on bias and on the appearance
of bias that can be created when a judge acquires information beyond
the information in the case record. These limits stem from the
fundamental need for the judicial system to provide—and to appear
to provide—fair and unbiased decisions. As the preamble to the new
Model Code of Judicial Conduct notes:
The United States legal system is based upon the
principle that an independent, impartial, and competent judiciary, composed of men and women of
integrity, will interpret and apply the law that governs
our society.10

8. Fed. R. Evid. 201(b); see also 21B Charles Alan Wright & Kenneth W.
Graham, Jr., Federal Practice and Procedure § 5101.2 (2d ed. 1982) (discussing
state variants on Rule 201).
9. See infra Part II.B.1.c and notes 76–79 and accompanying text.
10. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT pmbl. (2007); see also R. 1.2 (“A
judge shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the
independence, integrity, and impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid
impropriety and the appearance of impropriety.”).
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Therefore, judicial information gathering can run afoul of the
ethics rules if the research would “appear to a reasonable person to
undermine the judge’s independence, integrity, or impartiality.”11
Information gathering may disqualify the judge from hearing a case
if it gives the judge “personal knowledge of facts that are in dispute
in the proceeding.”12 Courts, however, have been hesitant to find
that independent research on more general issues results in “personal
knowledge of facts that are in dispute.”13
Other limits on judicial curiosity stem from due process
values, specifically the importance of giving parties notice and an
opportunity to respond to new information.14 These fundamental
values are not only constitutionally based, but are also embodied in a
number of litigation rules including the disclosure provisions of the
judicial ethics rules,15 the notice requirements in the evidence rules,16
and the pre-trial reporting requirements for expert witnesses
contained in the procedure rules.17 A judge who does independent
research and then uses the results of that research without informing
or consulting the litigants may compromise the litigants’ due process
rights.

11. R. 3.1(C).
12. R. 2.11(A)(1) (listing such information gathering as a specific example of
an occasion when “the judge’s impartiality might reasonably be questioned”); cf.
28 U.S.C. § 455 (2000) (“Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United
States shall disqualify himself . . . [w]here he has a personal bias or prejudice
concerning a party, or personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts
concerning the proceeding.”).
13. See infra note 59 and accompanying text.
14. Cf. Mullane v. Cent. Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950)
(requiring notice and opportunity to be heard to satisfy constitutional due process
requirements; the opportunity to be heard in the context of judicial research
translates to the opportunity to respond to any new information the judge may have
learned in the course of his or her own research).
15. See, e.g., MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 2.9(B) (addressing
inadvertent ex parte communication); R. 2.11 cmt. 5 (stating that a judge should
notify parties of information they might find relevant to disqualification);
R. 3.15(A)(2) (recommending the reporting of gifts).
16. See FED. R. EVID. 201(e) (“A party is entitled upon timely request to an
opportunity to be heard as to the propriety of taking judicial notice and the tenor of
the matter noticed. In the absence of prior notification, the request may be made
after judicial notice has been taken.”).
17. See FED. R. CIV. P. 26(a)(2) (setting out automatic disclosure rules for
expert witnesses).
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Judicial fact research can also be inconsistent with the roles
implicit in the adversary system. While managerial judging has
modified our image of the passive judge awaiting party input, greater
judicial involvement in processing cases does not extend to
independently acquiring information. As Professor Abramson notes:
In many cases, discrepancies in the evidence probably
tempt judges to conduct some “research” to resolve
variations in the proof. While it is true that such
contacts may assist judges in deciding issues and
cases, American jurisprudence relies on the adversary
process to resolve factual disputes.18
Finally, for appellate courts, independent research crosses
another boundary: the case’s trial court record. Normally, any
introduction of facts into the record occurs at the trial level. The
appeal is a structured, stylized review of what happened below,
complete with required references to the record and carefully prescribed standards of review. Litigants are not generally allowed to
introduce new evidence at the appellate level; an appellate judge
doing her own factual research may be improperly committing the
same error.19
Despite these ethical and procedural limits, it appears that
judges frequently do independent research and otherwise acquire
information outside the record. For example, Thomas Marvell reported in 1978 that forty percent of the citations to empirical
research appearing in the opinions of one state’s highest court had
been obtained through the justices’ independent investigations.20 In
all probability, research is done more often than the public knows,
because reported cases seldom disclose the source of the court’s

18. Leslie W. Abramson, The Judicial Ethics of Ex Parte and Other
Communications, 37 HOUS. L. REV. 1343, 1367 (2000).
19. See, e.g., Dakota Indus. v. Dakota Sportswear, 988 F.2d 61, 63 (8th Cir.
1993) (“Generally, an appellate court cannot consider evidence that was not
contained in the record below.”); 20 JAMES WM. MOORE ET AL., MOORE’S
FEDERAL PRACTICE ¶ 310.02 (3d ed. 1997) (“The contents of the record as it is
presented to the circuit court determine and limit the issues that may be addressed
on appeal.”).
20. THOMAS B. MARVELL, APPELLATE COURTS AND LAWYERS 174 (1978)
(noting, however, that most of the citations were arguably to legislative facts).
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citations.21 It is only the occasional frank opinion, or criticism from
other judges, which makes clear that the information on which the
court has relied was not supplied by the parties.22
Opinion surveys demonstrate that judges themselves are
sharply divided regarding the propriety of independent research.
Some judges would very much like the power to supplement the
record and may already do so sub silentio. 23 Other judges denounce
the practice, while still others remain undecided.24 These divergent
views may indicate that the nation’s judiciary is also divergent in its
practices—different litigants may be subject to differing treatment,
often without even knowing it.25
While some of the differences in judicial behavior
undoubtedly come from different philosophies about the role of the
judge,26 more of the differences probably stem from the utter

21. See Kenneth Culp Davis, Judicial Notice, 55 COLUM. L. REV. 945, 953
(1955) (“[T]he difference between appearing to stay within the record and frankly
acknowledging resort to extra-record sources . . . is usually only a difference in the
degree of articulation of the grounds for decision.”).
22. See, e.g., Mendler v. Winterland Prod., Ltd., 207 F.3d 1119, 1125 (9th
Cir. 2000) (Rymer, J., dissenting) (noting that several items reviewed by the circuit
court were not in the record); People v. Mar, 52 P.3d 95, 115 (Cal. 2002) (Brown,
J., dissenting) (“[W]e could find a better means of informing ourselves than by
relying on such secondary sources as a student comment in a law journal and a
Progressive magazine article that bares its heart in its subtitle—Stunning
Technology: Corrections Cowboys Get a Charge Out of Their New Sci-Fi
Weaponry. A high school student who turned in a research paper with a
bibliography like that would be unlikely to get high marks for either the distinction
or balance of the authorities cited.” (footnote and citations omitted)).
23. Edward K. Cheng, Independent Judicial Research in the Daubert Age, 56
DUKE L.J. 1263, 1267 (2007) (surveying judges at a conference on Justice and
Science sponsored by the National Foundation for Judicial Excellence and finding
“a judiciary extremely divided, with roughly equal numbers of judges supporting
independent research enthusiastically, denouncing it vehemently, and appearing
undecided”); C.T. Harhut, Ex Parte Communication Initiated by a Presiding
Judge, 68 TEMPLE L. REV. 673, 690 (1995) (surveying 430 active, senior
Pennsylvania trial judges and finding that about half of those surveyed said that
judges should not “fill in gaps left by counsel” whereas the other half felt that a
court has “a responsibility to bring additional facts out on the record when the
litigants fall short”).
24. See supra note 23.
25. MARVELL, supra note 20, at 212; Cheng, supra note 23, at 1306.
26. See Joseph A. Colquitt, Judicial Use of Social Science Evidence at Trial,
30 ARIZ. L. REV. 51, 73–74 (1988) (“[T]here are great differences of opinions
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confusion in the relevant law. Perhaps confusion about the applicable law used to be tolerable, but in an increasingly informationheavy world, with access to uncountable references a mouse-click
away, addressing this confusion has taken on increasing urgency and
importance. Once one goes beyond the obviously improper consultation with other people about case-specific facts, general research—
the area that provides the greatest temptations—is shrouded in the
greatest confusion. This is true for a number of reasons. First, the
governing principles come from different areas of law,27 and since
this relationship is not generally recognized, the connections
between the rules and their underlying principles have not been
sufficiently articulated. In particular, the ties between the ethics
rules and the evidence rules create a world of problems that often go
unacknowledged. The structure of the ethics rule itself may also be
confusing, as many do not think of reading written materials as an
“ex parte communication.” The prohibition against investigating
facts “in any medium” is the only part of the ex parte rule that does
not involve communications with people.28 Second, many of the
rules—particularly those of procedure and evidence, but even the
ethics rules—were developed with trial courts in mind, and therefore
fail to address the special needs of appellate courts. Most significantly, the lines that separate proper from improper research are
innately fuzzy and are built on legal fictions about the line between
law and fact that commentators have rejected in other contexts as
lacking predictable and meaningful content.29 No wonder judges
find little clear guidance about what they may and may not do when
faced with these difficult issues.
This Article discusses what, if anything, can be done to
clarify and to rationalize the rules governing judicial fact research.30

about the proper role of the courts. . . . One theory is that the litigants control the
lawsuit and determine the issues to be decided. The other view is that courts have
the ultimate responsibility to decide cases regardless of whether the appropriate
issues are addressed by the litigants.”).
27. See supra notes 15–17 and accompanying text.
28. Model Code of Judicial Conduct R. 2.9.
29. See infra Part II.A.
30. By referring to the subject of the judges’ research as “facts,” the Article
does not mean to imply that the information the judges come up with is necessarily
correct. Indeed, it is problematic to talk about “facts,” because if that implies that
the judges always locate and use correct and truthful information then the
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Part II will examine the current state of the law, considering the
ethics, evidence, and other rules governing judicial informationgathering when a case is “pending” or “impending” before a judge.31
This section describes the failure of the cases to recognize all of the
applicable rules and particularly the inadequacy of case law
regarding independent judicial investigation of certain sources of
general information—primarily science and social science—that are
relevant not only to the specific case but also to a broad range of
cases and to the development of the law. Part III explores the
conceptual hole in the theoretical underpinnings of the existing
patchwork of rules. Because the distinctions that the laws dealing
with judicial research try to draw are based on the fiction that law
and fact are qualitatively different and always distinguishable, the
distinctions can never form the basis for a set of rules that are both
clear enough to be the basis for discipline and sensible enough to
give the courts optimal permission and limits.
Part IV recommends that state lawmakers choose clarity
rather than confusion. To do so they should, when adopting the 2007
Model Code of Judicial Conduct, amend Rule 2.9. Rules regulating
independent judicial research need not be tied to the mysteries of
judicial notice. Judges wondering whether research is permissible
need clear guidance, and parties need to know whether they should
expect judges to rely on information that has come, untested by
adversary presentation, out of the algorithms of Google.32 Part IV
thus proceeds like a movie with alternate endings: everything up to
the end is the same, but the outcomes are very different.
Accordingly, this Article suggests that independent research (except

phenomenon of independent research sounds unremarkable. It is exactly because
this is not always the case—the information may be incorrect, incomplete, taken
out of context, or misunderstood—that judicial research raises issues that go
beyond notice and timing.
31. The 2007 Model Code of Judicial Conduct defines a “pending matter” as
“a matter that has commenced. A matter continues to be pending through any
appellate process until final disposition.” MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT
Terminology (2007). An “impending” matter is one that is “imminent or expected
to occur in the near future.” Id.
32. See JAMES J. ALFINI ET AL., JUDICIAL CONDUCT AND ETHICS § 5.04 (4th
ed. LexisNexis 2007) (“Independent factual investigation impairs the function of
an adversarial system by allowing a judge to craft decisions on the basis of facts
that may be unknown to one or both of the parties and therefore indisputable by
them regardless of their accuracy or relevance.”).
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from other people) should either be freely permitted in all areas,
subject to the requirement that the judge give the parties advance
notice, or should be generally prohibited, with judges calling on
parties, amici, and the lower courts to supply missing information.
The choice between alternatives should be based not on a fictional
distinction between law and fact, but on explicit policy choices about
the proper roles of parties and lawyers, judges and juries, and trial
courts and appellate courts. Any choice should focus on the need for
public confidence in the judicial system, the benefits of transparency,
and the requirements of due process.

II.

CURRENT LAW
A.

Contexts for Knowledge Acquisition

Four variables interact when determining the propriety of
judicial research: 1) the source of the information; 2) the type of
information; 3) the judge’s use of the information; and 4) the time at
which the information was acquired. It is the combination of factors,
rather than any single variable, that will determine whether the judge
has behaved properly or improperly in doing independent research.
Knowledge can come from a wide variety of sources. Judges
may have conversations with other people—such as friends and
neighbors, experts in various areas, law clerks, and judicial
colleagues. These people may convey ordinary factual information,
expert opinion, or thoughts about the law. Judges may also acquire
information through personal experience, such as an experiment or a
“view” of a particular place or thing. Judges, like most people, read,
watch television, and see movies. The sources here may include
professional publications, non-legal materials, or popular culture
views of legal issues or the legal system. Generally, judges practiced
some kind of law before becoming judges, and that experience
provides information and shapes the judge’s perception of various
people and issues. Judges may actively research a topic, and may do
so using traditional written materials, digital databases, and the
Internet. Finally, judges may attend educational seminars, some of
which are arguably neutral and paid for by the judge’s employer or
an issue-neutral non-profit entity, while some are arguably biased
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and paid for by an organization whose members or contributors
would be affected by relevant litigation.33
The knowledge acquired by a judge also varies in its
relationship to the judge’s professional role. Some information—the
most problematic under all the relevant standards—is specifically
relevant to a case before the judge, and only to that case. Other
information is more general. It may involve a more generic portion
of a disputed fact, general factual background to a disputed fact, or
general principles (usually of science or social science) that are
relevant to a decision to make or to apply the law in a particular way.
And, of course, the judge’s research may provide information about
general or specific approaches to legal issues.34
Judges make different uses of the information they acquire.
In some cases, the judges are not planning to use the information nor
do they in fact use it in connection to any case that comes before
them. Other times, they use research for what they regard as
“background” information—as in the case of Judge Sylvester in the
hypothetical from Part I using research to write a coherent introduction to an opinion. Sometimes judges use research about a general
area to help guide their understanding of the information provided by
the parties and to discern when more information is needed. In still
other cases, judges’ use of outside research correlates more directly
with decisions that affect the outcome of a case: they use the
information to decide issues of discovery relevance; to decide
whether an expert’s testimony will be admitted; to decide whether a
jury verdict was supported by sufficient evidence; or to inform
decisions about the wisdom of adopting or applying a particular legal
rule. These different uses also influence whether the judge chooses
to (or is required to) notify the parties about the research and give
them an opportunity to present other relevant information in
response. The challenge is to develop a clear and workable

33. See Douglas T. Kendall & Jason C. Rylander, Tainted Justice: How
Private Judicial Trips Undermine Public Confidence in the Judiciary, 18 GEO. J.
LEGAL ETHICS 65 (2004) (noting how privately funded judicial-education trips
undermine confidence in the nation’s courts); Jack B. Weinstein, Limits on Judges
Learning, Speaking and Acting—Part I—Tenative First Thoughts: How May
Judges Learn?, 36 ARIZ. L. REV. 539 (1994) (detailing ways to regulate and
control inevitable judge contact with external sources of information).
34. See generally MARVELL, supra note 20, at 210–34 (discussing judges’
practices in getting information from outside the adversary system).
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framework for regulating judicial research that both allows judges
access to necessary information and comports with the fundamental
requirements of due process.
B.

Judicial Research on Pending Cases
1.

The Legal Framework

Judges are not expected to live in Cones of Silence,35 nor do
they come to the bench without past knowledge or experience. In
fact, knowledge and experience can lead to wisdom and good
judgment, both desirable qualities in a judge. Thus the general
knowledge, legal and non-legal, that a judge may be expected to
possess is not usually going to be thought of as “research” and is not
going to present ethical difficulties. Judges may educate themselves
about issues of law and non-law that may come before them in later
cases. They may read law journals and bar journals, and they may
subscribe to publications relevant to current events or computers or
science or the environment, or anything any citizen may read. The
ethics rules even allow judges to accept “books, magazines, journals,
audiovisual materials, and other resource materials supplied by
publishers on a complimentary basis for official use,”36 even if the
“publishers” are advocacy organizations.37 Concerns arise, however,
if earlier-acquired information turns out to be relevant in a later
lawsuit, or if the means of acquiring or communicating the information creates the appearance of bias.38
Once a judge is handling a particular case, a wider array of
rules comes into play. At this point in time, under the ethics rules, a
judge’s acquisition of facts not provided by the parties is an ex parte

35. The phrase first appears in Get Smart: Mr. Big (NBC television broadcast
Sept. 18, 1965).
36. Model Code of Judicial Conduct R. 3.13(B)(7).
37. See Ill. Bar Ass’n. Opinion No. 01-08 (July 25, 2001) (stating that judges
may accept publications from specialty bar associations under the same rules as
publications from any other publisher).
38. See ALFINI ET AL., supra note 32, § 4.05F (“A judge is disqualified if he
or she has prior personal knowledge of evidentiary facts regarding a proceeding
before a judge.”).
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communication.39 In addition, the rules of evidence regulate the admissibility of information the judge acquires on her own through
rules governing judicial notice, expert testimony, and hearsay.40
Constitutional and procedural principles govern appellate courts’
ability to review fact finding,41 the standard of review,42 and the
allocation of decision-making between judge and jury.43 And basic
principles of adversarial justice inform parties’ rights to notice and
hearing regarding disputed issues in the litigation.44
a.

Ethics Rules

The Model Code of Judicial Conduct contains two types of
regulation that are relevant here: 1) discussion of what kinds of
communications are prohibited45 and 2) information about when a
communication will disqualify a judge from hearing a case.46 The
former are prophylactic,47 while the latter are more likely to come
into play when a judge is facing discipline or recusal.

39. See MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 2.9 (restricting a judge’s
ability to obtain information from non-party sources to limited circumstances).
40. See FED. R. EVID. 201(b) (“A judicially noticed fact must be one not
subject to reasonable dispute in that it is either (1) generally known within the
territorial jurisdiction of the trial court or (2) capable of accurate and ready
determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be
questioned.”); FED. R. EVID. 702 (subjecting the introduction of expert information
to three rigorous requirements); FED. R. EVID. 803(18) (excepting information
obtained from treatises only insofar as certain requirements met).
41. 19 MOORE ET AL., supra note 19, ¶¶ 206.02–03.
42. Id. ¶ 206.01.
43. U.S. CONST. amend VII.
44. See Mullane v. Cent. Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 313
(1950) (requiring notice and opportunity to be heard to satisfy constitutional due
process requirements).
45. See MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 2.9 (2007) (“A judge shall
not initiate, permit, or consider ex parte communications, or consider other
communications made to the judge outside the presence of the parties or their
lawyers, concerning a pending[] or impending matter . . . .”); R. 2.10 (limiting the
types of communications judges may have).
46. See R. 2.11 (detailing scenarios under which information obtained by a
judge will result in disqualification).
47. See MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Scope [6] (2007) (“Although
the black letter of the Rules is binding and enforceable, it is not contemplated that
every transgression will result in the imposition of discipline.”).
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Rule 2.9 governs all types of ex parte communications. It
provides that a judge “shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex parte
communications, or consider other communications made to the
judge outside the presence of the parties or their lawyers.”48 When
we think of ex parte communications, we normally think about
people having conversations with other people, and the rules
certainly address this situation. A judge, for example, may “consult
with other judges, provided the judge makes reasonable efforts to
avoid receiving factual information that is not part of the record, and
does not abrogate the responsibility personally to decide the
matter.”49 The judge should not, however, discuss the case with a
judge who has previously been disqualified from hearing the matter,
or with a judge who has appellate jurisdiction over the case.50 If the
judge wants to get some advice from a law professor about the law,
those communications are circumscribed:
A judge may obtain the written advice of a
disinterested expert on the law applicable to a
proceeding before the judge, if the judge gives
advance notice to the parties of the person to be
consulted and the subject matter of the advice to be
solicited, and affords the parties a reasonable
opportunity to object and respond to the notice and to
the advice received.51
More generally, the comments to the Model Code of Judicial
Conduct note that the prohibition on communications includes “other
persons who are not participants in the proceeding.”52 These limits
also apply to the investigation that a law clerk might do—“[a] judge
shall make reasonable efforts, including providing appropriate supervision, to ensure that this Rule is not violated by court staff, court
officials, and others subject to the judge’s direction and control.”53

48. R. 2.9(A).
49. R. 2.9(A)(3).
50. R. 2.9 cmt. 5.
51. R. 2.9(A)(2).
52. R. 2.9 cmt. 3.
53. R. 2.9(D); see also R. 2.12(A) (“A judge shall require court staff, court
officials, and others subject to the judge’s direction and control to act in a manner
consistent with the judge’s obligations under this Code.”).
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A judge’s interaction with written or digital research
materials also constitutes a communication outside the presence of
the parties and their lawyers. Rule 2.9 therefore also addresses
research: “A judge shall not investigate facts in a matter independently, and shall consider only the evidence presented and any facts
that may properly be judicially noticed.”54 Research involving
written materials, as opposed to communications with people, was
not mentioned as a form of ex parte communication until the 1990
Code, where it was found only in a comment.55 The new Model
Code, however, promotes this prohibition to rule status, and it is this
prohibition that is most often at issue in disputes about a judge’s
independent investigations.
The impact of a violation of Rule 2.9 varies. In the context
of trial and appellate procedure, a violation of this rule may or may
not result in a reversal of a judgment, depending on whether the
research is considered to be harmful error.56 Prompt disclosure of
the investigation may cure the problem entirely.57 In the context of
the ethics rules, a violation will only sometimes require recusal.
Disqualification is only mandated when “the judge’s impartiality
might reasonably be questioned, including but not limited to the
following circumstances: (1) the judge has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party or a party’s lawyer, or personal knowledge
of facts that are in dispute in the proceeding.”58 Courts have been
hesitant to treat knowledge of general factual information as facts “in
dispute in the proceeding” and have also rejected claims that a
judge’s general experience or attitudes about issues represent
disqualifying biases.59 Because of this narrower definition of preju-

54. R. 2.9(C); see also R. 2.9 cmt. 6 (“The prohibition against a judge
investigating the facts in a matter extends to information available in all mediums,
including electronic.”).
55. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 3(B)(7) cmt. (1990).
56. See infra Part II.B.2.
57. ALFINI ET AL., supra note 32, § 5.05.
58. R. 2.11. The comments emphasize that the listed circumstances are not
exclusive: “Under this Rule, a judge is disqualified whenever the judge’s
impartiality might reasonably be questioned, regardless of whether any of the
specific provisions . . . apply.” Id. cmt. 1.
59. For example, one appellate court was not sympathetic with a biological
mother who complained that the trial judge denied her custody of her child based
in part on a controversial child psychology book—Beyond the Best Interests of the
Child, which advocates treating temporary caregivers as “psychological parents”—
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dice and of disqualifying factual information, some types of research
may be improper under Rule 2.9 but will not force disqualification
unless treated as sufficiently serious that the judge’s “impartiality
might reasonably be questioned.”
b.

Different Types of Facts

It is not clear from the drafting history of the 2007 Model
Code whether the Committee, by including the reference to judicial
notice, intended to import the entire edifice of the evidence rule
treatment of judicial notice into the ethics rules. It is entirely logical,
however, to so interpret them because the judicial notice rules have,
until quite recently, been the main tool used to control judicial
research.60 Judges do research to use in deciding cases, and the judi-

without giving the parties notice or an opportunity to respond. Ross v. Hoffman,
364 A.2d 596, 599 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1976), aff’d, 372 A.2d 582 (Md. 1977).
The appeals court found “no error in the fact that a trial judge continues his general
education by reading, or that his reasoning is influenced by such education or by
his experiences during his lifetime.” Id. at 600. In another case, a Sixth Circuit
judge rejected a claim that his attendance at an arguably partisan conference on
DNA evidence disqualified him from hearing an appeal where that scientific
information was relevant. United States v. Bonds, 18 F.3d 1327, 1328 (6th
Cir. 1994) (“[A] judge should never be reluctant to inform himself on a general
subject matter area, or participate in conferences relative to any area for the law,
for fear that the sources of information might later be assailed as ‘one sided.’. . .
Just as a judge’s personal reading list is not subject to monitoring and
condemnation on that basis, neither is the speaker’s list at a conference that the
judge may attend.”). Similarly, judges have rejected arguments that they should be
disqualified from cases because their practice experience or expressed views
would affect their judicial reaction to a legal issue in a case. See Laird v. Tatum,
409 U.S. 824, 831–33 (1972) (citing examples of Justices who had taken public
positions prior to joining the Court but had later ruled on cases in those areas). But
see Jeffrey W. Stempel, Rehnquist, Recusal, and Reform, 53 BROOK. L. REV. 589,
590 (1987) (“[T]he Chief Justice made a grave error by participating in Tatum.”).
60. The 1924 ABA Canons of Judicial Ethics prohibited ex parte
communications, but focused on oral communications and briefs. “[A judge]
should not permit private interviews, arguments or communications designed to
influence his judicial action, where interests to be affected thereby are not
represented before him, except in cases where provision is made by law for ex
parte application. While the conditions under which briefs of arguments are to be
received are largely matters of local rule or practice, he should not permit the
contents of such briefs presented to him to be concealed from opposing counsel.
Ordinarily all communications of counsel to the judge intended or calculated to
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cial notice rules govern when various types of information may and
may not be used. By regulating when disqualification or reversal
was required, the judicial notice rules provided the permission slip or
punishment for research. In making the link between the ethics rules
and judicial notice explicit, the new Model Code acknowledges a tie
between ethics and evidence that has always existed but that has
rarely been discussed.61 Unfortunately, the manipulability of the
evidence concepts turns out to be poorly suited to a system that tries
to provide advance guidance about prohibited behavior.
One reason for the lack of clarity regarding independent
research is that there are different kinds of “facts.” It is improper to
do independent research for information to be used in certain ways,
and it is proper for the same information to be used in other ways.
Under the rules of evidence and judicial practice, the propriety of
research (and use of information outside the record) turns on whether
the “facts” involved are adjudicative or legislative. This terminology
was coined in 1942 by Professor Kenneth Culp Davis in the context
of administrative law.62 Adjudicative facts relate to the parties and

influence action should be made known to opposing counsel.” CANONS OF
JUDICIAL ETHICS Canon 17 (1924). The 1972 Code of Judicial Conduct prohibited
ex parte communications, except for certain disclosed consultations with legal
experts, but said nothing about other types of research. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL
CONDUCT Canon 3A(4) (1972). Even the 1990 Model Code put its prohibition on
independent research in a comment to the ex parte rules, rather than adopting a
rule prohibiting it. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT Canon 3(B)(7) cmt.
(1990).
61. The commentary to the 1990 Model Code did not cross-reference judicial
notice, and thus created some ambiguity about whether research that would be
permitted by the judicial notice rules would nevertheless be considered a breach of
judicial ethics. Cheng, supra note 23, at 1297 (“Whether the prohibition [on
research] encompasses legislative facts, and by extension general scientific facts
used to make admissibility decisions, is unclear. The Model Code, unlike the
Federal Rules of Evidence, however, does not distinguish between types of
facts.”).
62. Kenneth C. Davis, An Approach to Problems of Evidence in the
Administrative Process, 55 HARV. L. REV. 364 (1942). But see WRIGHT &
GRAHAM, supra note 8, § 5103.2 (“As anyone who ever tried to teach it will
appreciate, Davis’ distinction between ‘legislative’ and ‘adjudicative’ facts rapidly
fades when one tries to apply it. Proper application of the distinction has eluded
courts, student writers—even rulesmakers.”). In addition, the administrative
context did not raise the kinds of concerns as the use of these concepts in evidence
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their dispute-relevant activities. “When [a court] finds facts
concerning immediate parties—what the parties did, what the
circumstances were, what the background conditions were—the
[court] is performing an adjudicative function, and the facts may
conveniently be called adjudicative facts.”63 The usual way to prove
adjudicative facts is to introduce evidence at trial, and judges may
only do independent research regarding adjudicative facts if those
facts meet the reliability requirements of judicial notice and if the
judge gives notice to the parties.64
The issue is actually even more complicated than this,
because certain types of case-specific information fall into a separate
category. At the “basic cultural information” end of the scale, the
notes to the evidence rules excise a type of information from the
content and procedure requirements for judicial notice.65 The notes
create a separate category for “non-evidence” facts that are part of
the judicial reasoning process, beyond the scope of the judicial
notice rule.66 The concept is somewhat analogous to the instructions
that permit jurors to evaluate the evidence in light of their common
knowledge. As the Advisory Committee explained:
[E]very case involves the use of hundreds or
thousands of non-evidence facts. When a witness in
an automobile accident case says “car,” everyone,
judge and jury included, furnishes from non-evidence
sources within himself, the supplementing information that the “car” is an automobile, not a railroad car,
that is self-propelled, probably by an internal
combustion engine, that it may be assumed to have
four wheels with pneumatic rubber tires, and so on
. . . . These items could not possibly be introduced
into evidence, and no one suggests that they be. Nor

rules—the issue of the right to have a jury decide disputed facts is not present in
the administrative context.
63. Davis, supra note 62, at 402.
64. See, e.g., FED. R. EVID. 201 (detailing procedure for judicial notice of
adjudicative facts).
65. R. 201 advisory committee’s note.
66. Id.
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are they appropriate subjects for any formalized
treatment of judicial notice of facts.67
While it is unlikely that these basic kinds of generally-known facts
would be the subject of independent judicial research, the existence
of yet another type of fact beyond the record, the “non-evidence”
fact, also complicates attempts to set limits on judicial curiosity.
Judges have also argued that any kind of research for
“background” information is proper because it is not “in dispute” in
the proceeding. The issue of researching “background” facts was
raised by judges when Rule 2.9 was being drafted, but the ABA did
not change the rule’s language to specifically allow such research.68

67. Id. (citing Kenneth Davis, A System of Judicial Notice Based on Fairness
and Convenience, in PERSPECTIVES OF LAW 69, 73 (Roscoe Pound et al. eds.,
1964); A. Leo Levin & Robert J. Levy, Persuading the Jury with Facts Not in
Evidence: The Fiction-Science Spectrum, 105 U. PA. L. REV. 139 (1956)); see
also JAMES BRADLEY THAYER, A PRELIMINARY TREATISE ON EVIDENCE AT THE
COMMON LAW 279–80 (1898) (“In conducting a process of judicial reasoning, as
of other reasoning, not a step can be taken without assuming something which has
not been proved; and the capacity to do this with competent judgment and
efficiency, is imputed to judges and juries as part of their necessary mental
outfit.”).
68. See JOINT COMM’N TO EVALUATE THE MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL
CONDUCT, AM. BAR ASS’N, SUMMARY OF MINUTES OF TELECONFERENCE: MAY
12, 2005, at 1 (2005), http://www.abanet.org/judicialethics/meetings/minutes
/minutes_sum_051205.pdf (“Regarding proposed Rule 2.09(a), the Joint
Commission considered whether it would be inadvisable to restrict judges’ access
to the Internet or other electronic databases in connection with particular cases
when such activities are only for the purpose of obtaining background reference
material.”). It was only after this meeting that the reference to judicial notice was
inserted in the rule. See REPORTER’S EXPLANATION OF CHANGES: ABA MODEL
CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, 2007, at 22 (2007), http://www.abanet.org
/judicialethics/mcjc-2007.pdf (“Specific acknowledgement of the category of
evidence or facts that are judicially noticed was considered a beneficial
clarification, and was therefore added to this paragraph.”). The reference to
judicial notice was not inserted until almost a year after the discussion of
electronic research, after further discussion of the propriety of Internet research.
See JOINT COMM’N TO EVALUATE THE MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT, AM.
BAR ASS’N, SUMMARY OF MINUTES OF MEETING: APRIL 8–9, 2006 (2006),
http://www.abanet.org/judicialethics/meetings/minutes/minutes_sum_040906.pdf
(“Rule 2.10(B) was revised to state, ‘[a] judge shall not independently investigate
facts in a case, and shall consider only the evidence presented and any facts that
may properly be judicially noticed.’”); George Kuhlman, Teleconference Minutes,
November 15, 2005 (on file with author) (“Members discussed proposed Rule 2.10
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In fact, the provision allowing judicial notice was added to the
current rule after judges raised the issue of background research,
raising the inference that background research is only permissible
when that “background” is generally known or indisputable.69
Another type of information gets the label legislative facts.
Davis describes them this way: “When [a court] wrestles with a
question of law or policy, it is acting legislatively . . . and the facts
which inform its legislative judgment may conveniently be
denominated legislative facts.”70 The most obvious examples of legislative facts are those used by the highest court in a jurisdiction
when framing legal rules. The United States Supreme Court uses
legislative fact frequently. In Roe v. Wade, for example, Justice
Blackmun cited “legislative facts” about the dangers that accompany
abortions and medical information about gestation periods in holding
that a woman’s constitutional right to privacy took supremacy over
the state’s interest in restricting abortions.71 In Brown v. Board of
Education, the Court cited articles discussing the psychological
effects of racial discrimination.72 Other state and federal courts,
including trial courts, routinely make similar use of various kinds of
information. A federal district court in New York used legislative
facts regarding the history and development of multinational
corporations in concluding that traditional personal jurisdiction
analysis was inadequate in that context.73 The Washington Supreme
Court used legislative facts about marital relationships in abolishing
a cause of action for alienation of affection.74 In choosing the
common law rule to be applied to determine the validity of a
repurchase option for corporate shares, a California court took

cmt. 8, which concerns judicial notice and independent investigation of facts, in
particular, investigation on the Internet. They considered whether to add language
stating that independent investigation of facts on the Internet generally is inappropriate, but in instances where the judge deems it to be appropriate, the judge
should give notice to the parties and allow them to respond. They rejected a
suggestion to eliminate the first sentence of the comment and to retain the rest,
choosing instead to keep the existing language.”).
69. See supra note 68.
70. Davis, supra note 62, at 402.
71. 410 U.S. 113, 148–49 (1973).
72. 347 U.S. 483, 494 n.11 (1954).
73. Bulova Watch Co. v. K. Hattori & Co., 508 F. Supp. 1322, 1328
(E.D.N.Y. 1981).
74. Wyman v. Wallace, 615 P.2d 452, 453–55 (Wash. 1980).
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judicial notice that, as a matter of common knowledge, shares of a
closely held corporation lack an easily ascertainable market value.75
The most significant feature of legislative facts is that judges
may investigate them on their own. The Federal Rules of Evidence
and their state counterparts limit only judicial notice of adjudicative
facts.76 Further, the Advisory Committee Notes encourage unfettered use of legislative facts, arguing that judicial access to
legislative facts should not be restricted to any limitation in the form
of indisputability or formal notice.77 This is partly for reasons of
efficiency. As one evidence treatise notes: “Requiring formal proof
of legislative facts would be inhibiting, time-consuming, and
expensive.”78 It also reflects the courts’ unwillingness to be limited
in the arguments they can make in support of their lawmaking
decisions.79
One problem, of course, is that in practice it can be difficult
to put judicial research into either the adjudicative or legislative

75. Chow v. Levi Strauss & Co., 122 Cal. Rptr. 816, 820 (Ct. App. 1975).
For other definitions and examples of legislative facts, see WRIGHT & GRAHAM,
supra note 8, § 5102.1.
76. FED. R. EVID. 201 advisory committee’s note (“This is the only evidence
rule on the subject of judicial notice. It deals only with judicial notice of
‘adjudicative’ facts. No rule deals with judicial notice of ‘legislative’ facts.”).
Unfortunately, the text of the rule itself does not contain this distinction or
language setting out when it does or does not apply. Instead, it regulates only a
small slice of the judicial notice universe, leaving the rest for common law
development.
77. Id. The Advisory Committee clearly equated legislative facts with law,
and in justifying this argument it quoted Professor Edmund Morgan’s discussion
of the judge’s ability to determine the law: “[T]he judge is unrestricted in his
investigation and conclusion. . . . He may make an independent search for
persuasive data or rest content with what he has or what the parties present. . . .
[T]he parties do no more than to assist; they control no part of the process.” Id.
(quoting Edmund M. Morgan, Judicial Notice, 57 HARV. L. REV. 269, 270–71
(1944)). The Advisory Committee also quoted Professor Davis: “Facts most
needed in thinking about difficult problems of law and policy have a way of being
outsides the domain of the clearly indisputable.” Id. (quoting Davis, supra note
67, at 82).
78. 1 JACK B. WEINSTEIN & MARGARET A. BERGER, WEINSTEIN’S FEDERAL
EVIDENCE § 201.51[1] (Joseph M. McLaughlin ed., 2d ed. 2008); see also George
R. Currie, Appellate Courts Use of Facts Outside of the Record by Resort to
Judicial Notice and Independent Investigation, 1960 WIS. L. REV. 39, 39 (noting
that judges often take judicial notice merely to refresh their memories).
79. WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 8, § 5103.2.
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category.80 First, it is not the information itself but the way in which
it is used that distinguishes the two.81 Judges setting out to do
research may not know where that research will lead, so judges
intending to research only materials that might inform a policy
decision about the law itself may encounter information that
influences their assessment of the facts of a case. In addition, information may be used for more than one purpose, so outside research
may lead to nuggets of information that are used both adjudicatively
and legislatively. For example, Professor Davis’s influential article
on judicial notice discussed cases raising the question of whether the
Communist Party advocated the forcible overthrow of the
government and demonstrated that the courts’ use of that “fact”
could be viewed as both legislative and adjudicative.82
Another authority uses obscenity cases as an example. If the
test the court must apply is whether to the “average person, applying
contemporary community standards, the dominant theme of the
material taken as a whole appeals to prurient interest,” is the court
dealing with legislative or adjudicative facts if it considers other
available pornography, public opinion polls, or the judge’s own
experience at the newsstand?83
Professors Monahan and Walker have pointed out the ways
in which social science evidence has qualities of both adjudicative

80. See generally Richard B. Cappalli, Bringing Internet Information to
Court: Of “Legislative Facts,” 75 TEMP. L. REV. 99, 100–01 (2002) (noting that
the tidy theoretical distinction between legislative and adjudicative facts “blurs in
operation”).
81. See Robert E. Keeton, Legislative Facts and Similar Things: Deciding
Disputed Premise Facts, 73 MINN. L. REV. 1, 21 (1988) (noting that to decide
whether a fact is adjudicative or legislative “[w]e must answer the questions:
‘Why, under the reasoning of the court, is the disputed fact material to disposition
of the case before the court, and is it, or was it, material to decision of an issue of
law?’”).
82. Davis, supra note 21, at 967–71 (also demonstrating that courts may use
information that turns out to be incorrect as legislative facts).
83. WEINSTEIN & BERGER, supra note 78, § 201.51[3] (citing Roth v. United
States, 354 U.S. 476, 489 (1957); United States v. Various Articles of Obscene
Merchandise Schedule No. 2102, 709 F.2d 132, 135 (2d Cir. 1983); United States
v. Various Articles of Obscene Merchandise Schedule No. 1303, 562 F.2d 185,
190 n.9 (2d Cir. 1977)); see also Landell v. Sorrell, 382 F.3d 91, 203–04 (2d
Cir. 2002) (Winter, J., dissenting) (noting the difficulty of distinguishing between
legislative and adjudicative fact).
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and legislative fact, as it is used both to inform the development of
the law and to decide fact issues in individual cases.84 While these
authors make the case that high quality social science information
should be treated more like law than fact, it is important to note that
independent research of this kind appears to be inconsistent with the
ethics and evidence rules unless the “social framework” information
either meets the requirements of judicial notice or is used as a
legislative rather than an adjudicative fact.
The same kinds of arguments have been made with regard to
general scientific principles.85 These categories of general information are the most likely to lead to judicial research and are especially
difficult to categorize. While most legislative fact is general in
nature, not all general information is legislative fact. Rather, general
propositions, both clearly established and debatable, are used for a
number of purposes. Sometimes that information provides context
for understanding a technical question at issue in a lawsuit, provides
clues as to the credibility of a witness’s testimony, or provides the
basis for an inference needed to decide a case-specific fact. In a jury
trial, it would normally be the jury that would make these types of
factual decisions. Sometimes, as noted above, the general information is used to help the court make a decision about what the law
should be, or how it should be applied to the facts of the case.
Other times, as when the court is deciding whether expert
testimony is admissible under Daubert, the general scientific or
social question is itself the issue to be decided. Daubert analysis
operates on three fact levels, some that transcend the individual

84. John Monahan & Laurens Walker, Judicial Use of Social Science
Research, 15 LAW & HUM. BEHAV. 571 (1991); John Monahan & Laurens Walker,
Social Authority: Obtaining, Evaluating, and Establishing Social Science in Law,
134 U. PA. L. REV. 477, 479 (1986) [hereinafter Monahan & Walker, Social
Authority]; Laurens Walker & John Monahan, Social Frameworks: A New Use of
Social Science in Law, 73 VA. L. REV. 559, 560 (1987).
85. See, e.g., David L. Faigman, Elise Porter & Michael J. Saks, Check Your
Crystal Ball at the Courthouse Door, Please: Exploring the Past, Understanding
the Present, and Worrying About the Future of Scientific Evidence, 15 CARDOZO
L. REV. 1799, 1825 (1994) (“This Article seeks to improve the choice and
application of a legal test by illuminating the nature of scientific knowledge. We
believe that the law can best manage and use scientific expertise by
accommodating itself to the nature of the beast, an approach that has rarely been
pursued. Historically, courts have not taken the time to examine, in all its
complexity, the scientific enterprise.”).
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dispute and some that are specific to it. The first fact level is the
soundness of the abstract theory or principle that provides authority
for the conclusions drawn from the data. For instance, consider the
theory that physical characteristics of all living things are determined
by DNA and that each person’s DNA is unique.86 The second fact
level is the general technique or procedure that produces the data. In
the DNA example, a second-level question would be whether the
laboratory procedure used to extract and study DNA generally is
sufficiently reliable and accepted. The third fact level is the specific
practice used to produce the data in this case. In our example, the
third-level issue might be whether the technician properly took the
sample, whether the equipment was properly calibrated and working
properly, and whether the results were properly interpreted. The first
two levels will have implications beyond the particular case, and in
that sense, they resemble legislative facts or even law. But they are
also applied to resolve a disputed issue in the particular case, and in
that sense they are adjudicative facts. The third level is a casespecific adjudicative fact. But it is virtually impossible for a judge,
deciding to do his or her own research on general science for a
Daubert claim, to confine that research to the information that will
be used legislatively.
It is in decisions about the admissibility of expert testimony
where the forces of curiosity, availability, and legal muddle create a
perfect storm of confusion. In these cases the court is often dealing
with very difficult material, and the science or methodology are
likely to be disputed facts. In addition, the relevant doctrine means
that the court is making decisions about facts that are not treated as
normal factual decisions. At the trial court level, the judge is making
a preliminary decision about admissibility, and it is essentially a
factual one: (1) the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data,
(2) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods,
and (3) the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to
the facts of the case.87 For policy reasons, however, the judge rather

86. See id. at 1825–26 (explaining the heirarchy of scientific abstractness
using the DNA example).
87. Fed. R. Evid. 702.
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than the jury makes this factual call.88 On appeal of a decision
allowing or disallowing expert opinion testimony, the court is also
faced with an essentially factual decision. Were those three
requirements met? Yet at the greater levels of generality—the
general principle on which the science is based and its incarnation in
general tests or methodologies—appellate courts often convert their
factual decisions, drawn from the record in a particular case, into
questions of law: Process X satisfies the requirements of admissibility henceforth in this state.89 Does this somehow convert a casespecific factual issue into a legislative fact?90 Appellate courts also
review the trial court’s decision on initial matters, factual though it
may be, using a standard of review more often associated with
procedural decisions by a judge—the abuse of discretion test.91
c.

Judicial Notice of Adjudicative Facts

The various rules surrounding judicial notice were not
designed to control research; they were designed to control what
types of fact-finding judges could do outside the normal process of
proof. Facts that are judicially noticed are often supplied by the
parties. The judicial notice rules exist partly for efficiency reasons
(to avoid the time needed to prove obviously accurate information)
and partly as a means of control over juries (in civil cases, the judge
instructs the jury that it must accept the judicially noticed

88. Edward J. Imwinkelried, Judge vs. Jury: Who Should Decide Questions
of Preliminary Facts Conditioning the Admissibility of Scientific Evidence?, 25
WM. & MARY L. REV. 577, 616 (1984).
89. See, e.g., People v. Leahy, 882 P.2d 321, 325 (Cal. 1994) (“[O]nce a trial
court has admitted evidence derived from a new technique and the decision is
affirmed on appeal in a published opinion, it will become precedent controlling
subsequent trials.”); State v. O’Key, 899 P.2d 663, 673 (Or. 1995) (“Once a trial
court has decided that proffered expert scientific testimony is scientifically valid
and has admitted such evidence for the particular purpose to which it is directed,
and that decision is affirmed by this court in a published opinion, it will become
precedent controlling subsequent trials.”).
90. The court in those cases is making a legal rule, but it is generally using
case-specific facts as the basis for that rule. This is yet another pattern that makes
the lines between adjudicative and legislative fact difficult to draw, as adjudicative
facts from the case before the court are used to justify lawmaking decisions.
91. Gen. Elec. Co. v. Joiner, 522 U.S. 136, 146 (1997) (rejecting a more
stringent standard of review of the court’s exclusion of expert evidence).
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information as true).92 However, by incorporating judicial notice
concepts into the ethics rules, the 2007 Model Code has tied the rule
about what a judge can research to what a judge can notice. As
discussed above, that allows complete license for facts that are
labeled legislative. Even for adjudicative facts, the ethics rules
permit research regarding facts qualifying for judicial notice.93
Because of the judicial notice rules, independent fact research
by the judge is subject to two kinds of restrictions, one on the type of
information to be used and the other on the judge’s ability to use the
information without prior notice to the parties. Federal Rule of
Evidence 201(b) provides: “A judicially noticed fact must be one
not subject to reasonable dispute in that it is either (1) generally
known within the territorial jurisdiction of the trial court or (2)
capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.”94 In addition,
Rule 201(e) gives parties the right to respond to the noticed
information. “A party is entitled upon timely request to an opportunity to be heard as to the propriety of taking judicial notice and the
tenor of the matter noticed. In the absence of prior notification, the
request may be made after judicial notice has been taken.”95 Judicial
notice may also be taken on appeal.96
The drafters of the evidence rules were deeply influenced by
academic discussion of judicial notice, which, in the mid-twentieth
century, advocated a broader use of the device.97 At that time,
judicial notice was often limited to general community knowledge,
so that well-established but generally unknown bodies of knowledge,

92. See infra notes 97–106 and accompanying text.
93. There is a logistical problem here as well: how does a judge, in
beginning to do research, know in advance whether information will be
sufficiently reliable to meet the judicial notice requirements?
94. Fed. R. Evid. 201(b).
95. R. 201(e).
96. R. 201(f); WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 8, § 5110.1.
97. See, e.g., THAYER, supra note 67, at 309 (“[Judicial notice] is not nearly
as much used . . . as it should be.”); 9 JOHN HENRY WIGMORE, WIGMORE ON
EVIDENCE § 2583 (3d ed. 1940) (“[Judicial notice] is an instrument of a usefulness
hitherto unimagined by judges. Let them make liberal use of it; and thus avoid
much of the needless failures of justice that are caused by the artificial impotence
of judicial proceedings.”); Currie, supra note 78, at 52 (“Judges have . . . failed to
make use of [judicial notice] to the extent they should.”).
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like certain scientific principles, did not qualify.98 Judges and
scholars were concerned that juries, left to their own devices, would
refuse to conform their verdicts to developing science, as when
blood type evidence demonstrated that a man could not be the
biological father of a child.99 Based on these arguments, modern
judicial notice rules allow specialist information to be judicially
noticed, as long as it meets the requirements of indisputability and its
source is unquestionably accurate.100 Until recently, judges and
litigants typically used this provision to consult dictionaries, government documents, maps, encyclopedias, and well-recognized
treatises.101 But further uncertainty is created when a wider variety
of sources come into play, and the propriety of the judge’s research
turns on whether a fact is so indisputable and a source so
unquestionable that judicial notice would be proper.
One court provided an extensive list of the types of
information that may be judicially noticed:

98. See, e.g., Charles T. McCormick, Judicial Notice, 5 VAND. L. REV. 296,
301–03 (1952) (“[J]udicial notice of scientific facts can be taken only when such
facts are ‘generally recognized.’”).
99. See, e.g., Davis, supra note 21, at 951 (“Not only do courts constantly
take notice of disputable facts which are not determinable from sources of
indisputable accuracy, but they should do so.”); Arthur John Keefe, William B.
Landis & Robert B. Shaad, Sense and Nonsense About Judicial Notice, 2 STAN. L.
REV. 664, 665, 669 (1950) (discussing blood type evidence, and arguing that juries
should not be permitted to find contrary to a judicially-noticed fact); Morgan,
supra note 77 (arguing for greater use of judicial notice and for facts judicially
noticed to be binding on the jury rather than rebuttable presumptions).
100. FED. R. EVID. 201(b).
101. Even traditional sources may not be as reliable as one might think. See
Samuel A. Thumma & Jeffrey L. Kirchmeier, The Lexicon Has Become a
Fortress: The United States Supreme Court’s Use of Dictionaries, 47 BUFF. L.
REV. 227, 276 (1999) (noting that an inconsistent approach and vague standards
create problems in courts’ use of dictionaries). And the Internet has added new
layers of uncertainty even about definitions. See, e.g., Rickher v. Home Depot,
Inc., 535 F.3d 661, 666 (7th Cir. 2008) (citing the Wikipedia definition of “wear
and tear” and using it in preference to those in dictionaries). But see Badasa v.
Mukasey, 540 F.3d 909, 910 (8th Cir. 2008) (reversing the lower courts for relying
on a Wikipedia article); R. Jason Richards, Courting Wikipedia, TRIAL, Apr. 2008,
at 62, 62 (“Since when did a Web site that any Internet surfer can edit become an
authoritative source by which law students could write passing papers, experts
could provide credible testimony, lawyers could craft legal arguments, and judges
could issue precedents?”).
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[T]he laws of nature; human impulses, habits,
functions and capabilities; the prevalence of a certain
surname; established medical and scientific facts;
well-known practices in . . . businesses and professions; the characteristics of familiar tools and
appliances, weapons, intoxicants, and poisons; the use
of highways; the normal incidence of the operation of
trains, motor vehicles, and planes; prominent geographical features . . . ; population and area as shown
by census reports; the days, weeks, and months of the
calendar; the effect of natural conditions on the
construction of public improvements; the facts of
history; important current events; general economic
and social conditions; matters affecting public health
and safety; the meaning of words and abbreviations;
and the results of mathematical computations.102
Some general principles of science and social science will meet these
requirements. Many others—especially those that a judge might be
tempted to research due to confusion or inadequacy of the information provided by the parties—will not. Sadly, courts have sometimes
taken judicial notice of “facts” that now seem highly debatable at
best, such as when the Supreme Court declared in 1900 that while
tobacco’s effects “may be injurious to some, its extensive use over
practically the entire globe is a remarkable tribute to its popularity
and value. We are clearly of the opinion that it cannot be classified
. . . [as] a nuisance to the health of the entire community.”103
Appellate judges tempted to find and use adjudicative facts
under the rubric of judicial notice also need to be keenly aware of the
role of the jury. Unless the judicially-noticed fact is a question to be
decided by the court, judicial notice of a subsidiary fact may invade
the fact-finding province of the jury. In civil cases, this could violate

102. Hinkle v. Hartsell, 509 S.E.2d 455, 457–58 (N.C. Ct. App. 1998)
(quoting 1 KENNETH S. BROUN, BRANDIS AND BROUN ON NORTH CAROLINA
EVIDENCE § 24, at 97 (5th ed. 1998)); see also WEINSTEIN & BERGER, supra note
78, § 201.12.
103. Christopher Onstott, Judicial Notice and the Law’s “Scientific” Search
for Truth, 40 AKRON L. REV. 465, 467 (2007) (quoting Austin v. Tennessee, 179
U.S. 343, 345 (1900)).
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a party’s Seventh Amendment right to jury trial. In criminal cases, at
the trial level, the court can only instruct the jury that it may, but is
not required to, accept as conclusive the facts judicially noticed and
may not direct a verdict for the prosecution.104 This is based on
concerns about the defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to a speedy
and public trial by an impartial jury.105 For this reason, an appellate
court must be careful not to judicially notice an adjudicative fact in
order to find that the evidence was sufficient for a conviction, as to
do so would be tantamount to the use of a binding instruction
concerning a judicially noticed fact at trial.106
2.

The Muddled Case Law

Since the general principles governing research are far from
clear, and the law regarding judicial notice is similarly untidy, it
should not be surprising that when courts attempt to apply those
principles the results are inconsistent.107 It is somewhat comforting
that there is—mostly—general agreement that a judge should not
research case-specific facts by contacting human sources.108
Nevertheless, some judges simply reveal that they have done case
specific Internet research in explaining the basis for their decision.

104. FED. R. EVID. 201(g); see Sullivan v. Louisiana, 508 U.S. 275, 277
(1993) (“[The judge] may not direct a verdict for the State, no matter how
overwhelming the evidence.”).
105. Sullivan, 508 U.S. at 277.
106. Cf. United States v. Bliss, 642 F.2d 390, 392 n.2 (10th Cir. 1981)
(declining to take judicial notice that bank was member of Federal Reserve system
in absence of proof below, as this would be akin to granting a partial directed
verdict for the prosecution).
107. “One of the impediments to developing the scope of Rule 201 are [sic]
the many cases in which courts take judicial notice without mentioning Rule 201
and without explaining why it does not apply. It may make little difference to the
parties if the matter would have been noticeable under Rule 201. But where the
court notices facts that do not appear to be noticeable under Rule 201 or refuses to
notice facts that would be noticeable under the Rule without attempting to justify
its actions under Rule 201, readers can only speculate whether the ruling rests on
some sophisticated argument that the fact noticed is beyond the scope of Rule 201
or should be attributed to judicial arrogance or stupidity.” WRIGHT & GRAHAM,
supra note 8, § 5103.3.
108. See infra notes 109–18 and accompanying text.
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When the research is of a more general nature, case results diverge
more dramatically.
a.

Research and Case-Specific Facts

In most situations, there is general understanding that judges
should not gain independent knowledge through personal experience,
and particularly not by having ex parte communications with people.
Judges’ investigations of this type are routinely held to be
improper.109 Here are some examples of rejected research:
•

Prior to sentencing, a judge conducted an ex parte
inquiry into the defendant’s background by
speaking to the victim of the crime and to
previous employers of the defendant.110

•

A judge telephoned two of the victim’s relatives
before the pre-sentence hearing.111

•

A judge sent his law clerk to view a machine that
was the subject matter of the litigation.112

•

A trial judge, in a murder case accusing the
defendant of using insulin to murder several
people, talked to doctors at cocktail parties about
the effects of insulin.113

109. There may be some confusion even here when the people consulted are
experts. For example, in the process of deciding the civil procedure classic,
Arnstein v. Porter, a disagreement emerged behind the scenes in the Second
Circuit between Judge Frank and Judge Clark. Judge Clark, it seems, had called
his friend Professor Luther Noss, a Yale University music scholar, to seek advice
about the similarity of plaintiff’s and defendant’s tunes, and Judge Frank criticized
him for doing so. MARVIN SCHICK, LEARNED HAND’S COURT 126–28 (1970).
110. State v. Emanuel, 768 P.2d 196, 199 (Ariz. 1989).
111. State v. Leslie, 666 P.2d 1072, 1073 (Ariz. 1983).
112. Price Bros. v. Phila. Gear Corp., 629 F.2d 444, 446 (6th Cir. 1980)
(holding the ex parte communication harmless error because the judge claimed not
to have relied on the information).
113. People v. Archerd, 477 P.2d 421, 435 (Cal. 1970) (holding error
harmless).
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•

A judge called two friends, who were jewelers, to
try to verify defendant’s statements about the
jewelry business.114

•

A judge sought the assistance of a knowledgeable
state legislator for help in drawing a state
redistricting plan.115

•

A judge undertook his own view of the stairs on
which the plaintiff fell.116

•

The parties in a case agreed to the appointment of
an expert panel to investigate and report on the
constitutionality of the Illinois mental health
system.117 The panel, as had been agreed, met
with patients and state employees outside the
presence of counsel. The trial judge, without the
parties’ agreement, met with the panel for a
preview of their conclusions and a description of
their methodology.118

163

When research is done on the Internet, however, judges seem
to lose sight of the fact that they are still investigating case-specific
facts, and case results are not so clear. In one case, a judge was
reversed for independently checking defendant’s website and a state
insurance department website in ruling on a personal jurisdiction
motion.119 In more cases, however, Internet research of case-specific
adjudicative facts took place without apparent consequence:

114. State v. Romano, 662 P.2d 406, 407 (Wash. 1983).
115. In re Complaint of Earl Against U.S. Dist. Judge Nowlin (Judicial
Council 5th Cir. May 15, 1992) (unpublished report on file with 5th Circuit Court
Clerk), cited in Samuel Issacharoff, Judging Politics: The Elusive Quest for
Judicial Review of Political Fairness, 71 TEX. L. REV. 1643, 1686 n.217 (1993).
116. Lillie v. United States, 953 F.2d 1188, 1189 (10th Cir. 1992) (holding
the view was harmless error).
117. Edgar v. K.L., 93 F.3d 256, 257 (7th Cir. 1996).
118. Id. at 259.
119. NYC Med. & Neurodiagnostic, P.C. v. Republic W. Ins. Co., 798
N.Y.S.2d 309, 312 (App. Term 2004).
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•

A U.S. Magistrate Judge used Google in addition
to a transcript review when he decided that a
prosecutor had improperly used peremptory
challenges to keep Hispanics off a jury. 120 Judge
Maas searched the Internet to check the name of a
juror who had been seated, leading him to
question the prosecutor’s contention that the juror
was Hispanic.121

•

A U.S. District Judge searched the Internet for
“Strange Music” references in a trademark infringement case to help decide whether consumers
would be confused by the name similarity
between a hip-hop label and a music composer.122

•

In an appellate case, the dissenting judge
criticized the majority’s use, in interpreting a
contract, of “two web sites, one computer
software user’s guide, one book, two dictionary
definitions, and six newspaper or magazine
articles—none of which was referred to,
introduced, validated, used or argued in the
district court or to us.”123

•

A dissenting judge used competing Internet map
programs to demonstrate that Chicago had a street
named “18th Street,” a fact that was significant in
the context of the case.124

120. Rodriguez v. Schriver, No. 99 Civ. 8660(FM), 2003 WL 22671461, at
*7 n.12 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 12, 2003), vacated on other grounds, 392 F.3d 505 (2d
Cir. 2004).
121. Id.
122. Strange Music, Inc. v. Strange Music, Inc., 326 F. Supp. 2d 481, 492
(S.D.N.Y. 2004).
123. Mendler v. Winterland Prod., Ltd., 207 F.3d 1119, 1125 (9th Cir. 2000)
(Rymer, J., dissenting).
124. United States v. Harris, 271 F.3d 690, 708 n.1 (7th Cir. 2001) (Wood,
J., dissenting) (“While someone consulting the Internet map source MapQuest
(http://www.mapquest.com) would find only South Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive
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Research and More General Factual
Information

When a judge does research about relevant but more general
facts, courts disagree about whether that research was proper. Some
of the differences in case results could be explained by the
distinction between adjudicative facts and legislative facts, or by the
rules of judicial notice, although these are not generally cited as part
of the courts’ reasoning. Other differences simply reflect a
difference of opinion about the wisdom of a judge supplying
information not offered by the parties. There is also a greater
tendency to condemn independent research in situations in which the
reviewing court believes that the information obtained by the judge
was incorrect.125 Nevertheless, the case law taken as a whole is
neither informative nor consistent.126

between South 17th Street and South 19th Street, the alternative map source
MapBlast! (http://www.mapblast.com) shows the exact same street as 18th
Street.”).
125. For example, the Washington Commission on Judicial Conduct
censured a judge for initiating an ex parte investigation about gender reassignment
surgery, including consultation with various medical societies about the procedure,
and then using the information in the proceedings in which petitioners sought a
name change. In re Hutchinson, CJC No. 93-1652-F-47, 1995 WL 902265, at *1
(Wash. Comm’n on Judicial Conduct Feb. 3, 1995). The information the judge
located was incorrect, and the Commission also concluded that he “used words and
descriptions that had the potential to disparage or demean, and did in fact humiliate
the petitioners.” Id. at *2.
126. When a judge acquires research materials during the pendency of a case
by attending a judicial seminar, the issue is not analyzed as an ex parte
communication, but only examined for bias. Compare Aguinda v. Texaco, Inc. (In
re Aguinda), 241 F.3d 194, 203 (2d Cir. 2000) (holding that a judge’s attendance
at an arguably slanted judicial seminar on environmental issues at which judge’s
fees and expenses were paid for by a conservative foundation to which Texaco was
a contributor, while the judge had impending responsibility for an environmental
claim against Texaco, did not disqualify the judge because Texaco’s involvement
was “too remote to create a plausible suspicion of improper influence” and
because, even if the seminar persuaded the judge that environmental laws are
harmful, the judge could be presumed to have set aside his personal beliefs and
applied the law), with Pfizer, Inc. v. Kelly (In re Sch. Asbestos Litig.), 977 F.2d
764, 781 (3d Cir. 1992) (holding that when judge attended conference indirectly
sponsored by plaintiffs in case before him, and involving presentations by proplaintiff expert witnesses, judge was disqualified because “his partiality could
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Very similar types of research were approved by some courts and
condemned by others. For example, the Colorado Supreme Court
reversed the intermediate appellate court for using medical treatises
outside the record to assess whether an electric shock could cause
serious injury without leaving a burn mark.127 The court commented
that the appellate court “in effect assumed the role of an expert
medical witness” because it used a treatise “which properly should
be interpreted only by experts in the appropriate field.”128 In
contrast, the Eleventh Circuit found unremarkable a trial judge’s
reading of medical journal articles on iron poisoning, which was
central to the case, before hearing expert testimony on the issue,
noting that “it is a matter of common knowledge that courts
occasionally consult sources not in evidence, ranging anywhere from
dictionaries to medical treatises.”129
Sometimes disagreements about the propriety of research surface
within a single court. For example, in Ballew v. Georgia, Justice
Blackmun cited several noted studies of the effects of jury size on
decision making, noting that “some” of the studies were submitted
by the parties and that the Court “carefully” read them “because they
provide the only basis, besides judicial hunch, for a decision.”130 In
his concurring opinion, Justice Powell criticized Justice Blackmun’s
“heavy reliance” on studies that had not been “subjected to the

reasonably be questioned,” but not holding that the conference provided the judge
with “personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts”). Both the rules of the
Judicial Conference of the United States and the 2007 Model Code of Judicial
Conduct include stronger limits on judicial attendance at privately-sponsored
seminars than was the case when Aguinda was decided. See MODEL CODE OF
JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 3.14 (2007) (subjecting judges to reporting and general
conduct requirements when taking “all expense paid” judicial seminar trips); Linda
Greenhouse, Federal Judges Take Steps to Improve Accountability, N.Y. TIMES,
Sept. 20, 2006, at A18 (“Judges will be prohibited from accepting reimbursement
for attending a private seminar unless its sponsor has filed a public disclosure
statement on the content of the program and all sources of financing.”).
127. Prestige Homes, Inc. v. Legouffe, 658 P.2d 850, 854 (Colo. 1983) (en
banc).
128. Id.
129. Johnson v. United States, 780 F.2d 902, 910 (11th Cir. 1986). The
treatises might have satisfied the requirements of judicial notice, but the court did
not rest its conclusion on this argument. Instead it cited Justice Blackmun’s
research at the Mayo Clinic used in Roe v. Wade, even though the trial court’s
research in this case was adjudicative rather than legislative. Id.
130. 435 U.S. 223, 231–32 n.10 (1978).
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traditional testing mechanisms of the adversary process.”131 At the
state level, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals split on the issue of
whether new scientific information supporting the admission of
expert testimony could be supplied through the justices’ own
research.132
Courts are even more likely to place a stamp of approval on
their own independent research. The Oregon Supreme Court
conducted its own research and considered “numerous other sources”
beyond the scientific evidence introduced at a hearing considering
the admissibility of the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus test to show
inebriation.133 The California Supreme Court used a Google search
to learn about stun belts and their medical effects to reinforce its

131. Id. at 246 (Powell, J., concurring).
132. Hernandez v. State, 116 S.W.3d 26 (Tex. Crim. App. 2003) (en banc).
At issue in Hernandez was the state’s use of a lab technician to introduce evidence
of urinalysis done by a machine called an “ADx analyzer” at a probation
revocation hearing. Id. at 28. The technician could not explain the scientific
theory underlying the test or the technical aspects of the machine’s operation. Id.
The court held that the testimony and lab report were inadmissible because the
state did not properly prove the reliability of the test at trial, rejecting information
supplied only in the state’s appellate briefs. Id. at 31–32. Justice Keller,
concurring, wrote:
An appellate court that consults scientific literature on its own
initiative thrusts itself into the position of a fact finder—a position
appellate courts traditionally do not occupy and for which they are illsuited. No matter how careful the appellate investigation, there is always
the risk that appellate research will fail to uncover scientific sources that
are crucial to determining the reliability of a scientific theory or
technique. Moreover, appellate courts cannot hear live testimony, and
such testimony may be important to litigating a particular scientific claim.
Id. at 32 (Keller, J., concurring) (citations omitted).
The dissenting Justice argued that the appellate court should consider any
relevant information, whether or not offered in evidence at trial, and review
decisions about the admissibility of expert testimony de novo. Id. at 50–51
(Keasler, J., dissenting). Justices Keller and Keasler revisited their debate in
dueling articles. Michael E. Keasler & Cathy Cramer, Appellate Courts Must
Conduct Independent Research of Daubert Issues to Discover “Junk Science,” 90
JUDICATURE 62 (2006); Sharon Keller & Donald Cimics, Appellate Courts Should
Resist the Temptation to Conduct Their Own Independent Research on Scientific
Issues, 90 JUDICATURE 64 (2006).
133. State v. O’Key, 899 P.2d 663, 682 (Or. 1995) (en banc).
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ruling that a defendant should not have been compelled to wear one
while testifying.134 And the Mississippi Supreme Court refused to
declare its own extra-record use of medical treatises in a medical
malpractice appeal improper, observing that many appellate courts
use treatises to familiarize themselves with a field of expert
testimony.135
A set of three appellate cases actually reach conflicting
conclusions about the propriety of three trial judges’ use of the same
research. At one time a child psychology book, Beyond the Best
Interests of the Child, became quite influential in custody disputes
between a child’s biological mother and the child’s temporary
caregivers because the book argued that the caregivers had become
the child’s “psychological parents” and that separation would cause
extreme trauma.136 A Maryland appellate court was not sympathetic
with a biological mother who complained that the trial judge denied
her custody of her child based in part on this controversial book
without giving her notice or an opportunity to respond.137 It found
“no error in the fact that a trial judge continues his general education
by reading, or that his reasoning is influenced by such education or
by his experiences during his lifetime.”138 Under very similar facts,
however, the Vermont Supreme Court reversed an adoption decision
in which the trial court quoted extensively from the book (still not
part of the record),139 and the Tennessee Court of Appeals reversed a

134. People v. Mar, 52 P.3d 95, 116 (Cal. 2002) (Brown, J., dissenting). As
the court was not only deciding a particular case but also formulating a rule to be
followed in all cases, it might have considered its research to be a matter of
legislative fact.
135. Samuels v. Mladineo, 608 So. 2d 1170, 1184–85 (Miss. 1992) (en
banc) (denying rehearing of its earlier opinion).
136. Joseph Goldstein, Anna Freud & Albert J. Solnit, Beyond the Best
Interests of the Child (1973).
137. Ross v. Hoffman, 364 A.2d 596, 599 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1976), aff’d,
372 A.2d 582 (Md. 1977). This case may be distinguished in that the judge
apparently read the book before being assigned this particular case, but he
nevertheless based his opinion on his independent reading and neither informed
the parties nor gave them an opportunity to respond before using the information
as part of his decision-making process.
138. Id. at 600.
139. In re J., 365 A.2d 521, 522–23 (Vt. 1976).
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trial court’s custody order which was based, in part, on the same
non-record psychological theories.140
c.

Why Is the Law Such a Mess?

The cases discussed above hardly provide a clear roadmap
for conscientious appellate judges trying to determine whether it
would be proper to seek out information on their own. The morass
stems in part from the disparate sources of permission and
prohibition. Principles relevant to judicial research come from the
worlds of ethics, evidence, procedure, and the Constitution. These
worlds could probably be harmonized at a purely doctrinal level.
Putting them all together, one could say that a judge may consider
the same kinds of everyday knowledge as jurors do, may research
and use information (through judicial notice) that can be determined
with certainty from reliable sources (but must give notice to the
parties when doing so), and may research and use information in
order to guide its more legislative judgments. Even with regard to
judicial notice, the judge must take care not to usurp the jury’s factfinding role,141 particularly in criminal cases, and must keep in mind
that even general questions of science and social science can be casespecific facts. Other than in the areas where research is permitted,
the appellate judge may not go outside the record. While the
application of these rules to particular situations could still remain

140. Finney v. Finney, 619 S.W.2d 130, 133–34 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1981)
(“The Trial Judge based his custody award, at least in part, on the fact that ‘all of
the studies that I have seen indicated that for a child this young . . . [it] can be very
harmful . . . for the custody to be changed [and for] the psychological parent not to
continue to have the child . . . .’ We have searched this record and our search fails
to disclose any such psychological data or studies. Psychological data or studies
referred to by the Trial Judge are not such facts as may be judicially noticed. The
Trial Court’s judgment must be based on evidence in the record or on matters of
which judicial notice can be taken.” (citations omitted)), modified on other
grounds sub nom. State ex rel. Cooper v. Hamilton, 688 S.W.2d 821 (Tenn. 1985).
All three cases were decided before the ethics codes specifically treated research as
an ex parte communication.
141. See WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 8, § 5102.2 (“The manifest policy
of Rule 201 is to preserve and strengthen the role of the jury in factfinding. Since
[the rule] binds the jury to accept facts judicially noticed by the judge, strict limits
on the scope of judicial notice are needed to prevent judges from encroaching on
the right to trial by jury.”).
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nightmarish, at least the body of law governing judicial curiosity
could be seen as a whole, and the confusion confined to application
rather than doctrine.
The cases reflecting or examining judicial research, however,
rarely see more than one piece of the puzzle. Some look only at the
ethics rules.142 This narrow examination is understandable when the
forum is charged with the question of whether to discipline the
judge, but more curious when the issue is whether the research
should lead to case reversal. Although courts cite the ethics rules in
cases involving communications with people about case-specific
facts,143 when considering whether it was proper to research more
general facts, not a single court referred to the rules of ethics.144
Most commonly, cases examining fact research into general
principles, whether they approve of it or reject it, look only at the

142. See, e.g., Edgar v. K.L., 93 F.3d 256, 261 (7th Cir. 1996) (relying on
the Canons to disqualify a judge for ex parte communications with a mental health
panel); Price Bros. v. Phila. Gear Corp., 629 F.2d 444, 447 (6th Cir. 1980)
(examining rules concerning ex parte communications); In re Complaint of Earl
Against U.S. Dist. Judge Nowlin (5th Cir. Judicial Council, May 5, 1992)
(unpublished report on file with the 5th Circuit Court Clerk), cited in Issacharoff,
supra note 115 (finding that Judge Nowlin, a former Republican state legislator,
acted inconsistently with the Code of Judicial Conduct for United States Judges
when he conducted ex parte conversations with interested Republican political
leaders and prospective Republican candidates for office concerning the courtordered redistricting of the Texas Senate); State v. Leslie, 666 P.2d 1072, 1073
(Ariz. 1983) (en banc) (examining rules concerning ex parte communications);
State v. Emanuel, 768 P.2d 196, 199–200 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1989) (focusing on
Canons of professional conduct and cases construing those rules in determining
whether judge should be recused); State v. Romano, 662 P.2d 406, 407–08 (Wash.
Ct. App. 1983) (“[A] judge may not initiate or consider ex parte communications
concerning a pending proceeding.”); In re Hutchinson, CJC No. 93-1652-F-47,
1995 WL 902265 (Wash. Comm’n on Judicial Conduct Feb. 3, 1995) (focusing
exclusively on Canons 1, 2, and 3 in disciplining judge). Cases involving oldfashioned ex parte communications with people, or improper views, are far more
likely to be analyzed using the ethics rules.
143. See, e.g., Edgar, 93 F.3d at 258 (relying on the Canons to disqualify a
judge for ex parte communications with a mental health panel); Leslie, 666 P.2d at
1073 (holding that a judge should have been disqualified under the ethics rules for
discussing sentencing with a victim’s relatives).
144. This is entirely understandable for cases decided before commentary
concerning research was inserted into the ex parte communication provisions of
ethics rules; cases decided before 1990 would lack a clear and on-point ethics rule
to cite. Later cases, however, overlooked an important source of guidance.
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rules governing judicial notice,145 while a few cite adversarial system
concerns or the problem of straying outside the appellate record.146
Because of their failure to look at the big picture, cases appear more
random and provide less guidance than they should. For example,
many of the cases that write approvingly of research may be explainable because the research was used as a legislative fact or
because the certainty requirements of adjudicative fact judicial notice
were met. But because the courts fail to mention that law or make
that argument, the impact of the decisions is unclear.
Perhaps the best example of the unnecessary vagueness of
cases can be found in the Mississippi Supreme Court’s rambling
defense of its independent use of medical treatises.147 In reversing a

145. See, e.g., Lillie v. United States, 953 F.2d 1188, 1189 (10th Cir. 1992)
(“The issue presented is whether the district judge erred when he took the view
without providing counsel the opportunity to attend, and, if so, whether taking an
improper view is reversible error.”); Prestige Homes, Inc. v. Legouffe, 658 P.2d
850, 854 n.5 (Colo. 1983) (en banc) (“Thus, even if we accept the court of appeals’
use of judicial notice, the facts noticed are not sufficient to undercut the doctor’s
opinion and the referee’s conclusions drawn from the evidence as a whole.”);
Samuels v. Mladineo, 608 So. 2d 1170, 1186 (Miss. 1992) (en banc) (discussing
prior precedents concerning judicial notice); State v. O’Key, 899 P.2d 663, 672–
73 (Or. 1995) (“[W]e hold that, in the absence of a clear case, a case for judicial
notice, or a case of prima facie legislative recognition, trial courts have an
obligation to ensure that proffered expert scientific testimony that a court finds
possesses significantly increased potential to influence the trier of fact as
‘scientific’ assertions is scientifically valid.”); Finney, 619 S.W.2d at 134 (“The
Trial Court’s judgment must be based on evidence in the record or on matters of
which judicial notice can be taken.”); Hernandez v. State, 116 S.W.3d 26, 28 (Tex.
Crim. App. 2003) (discussing rules of judicial notice and their application to
introduction of scientific evidence).
146. Mendler v. Winterland Prod., Ltd., 207 F.3d 1119, 1125 (9th Cir. 2000)
(Rymer, J., dissenting) (“These things were not in the record, and I don’t even
know whether they existed at all when the contract was formed in 1991. In any
event, these data are not the usual stuff of contract interpretation.”); NYC Med. &
Neurodiagnostic, P.C. v. Republic W. Ins. Co., 798 N.Y.S.2d 309, 313 (App. Term
2004) (“In conducting its own independent factual research, the court improperly
went outside the record in order to arrive at its conclusions, and deprived the
parties an opportunity to respond to its factual findings.”); In re J., 365 A.2d 521,
522 (Vt. 1976) (“The parties here were denied the opportunity for crossexamination, rebuttal, or the introduction of further testimony, particularly relative
to the conclusion that the appellant was no longer the psychological parent of her
children, and such is error.”).
147. Samuels, 608 So. 2d at 1184.
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judgment for the defendant in a medical malpractice case, the court
cited four medical treatises for an uncontroversial statement about
possible causes of scarring.148 This observation was made in passing, as the court primarily relied on the expert testimony of two
prominent doctors who had testified at trial.149 When, in a motion
for rehearing, the defendant doctor challenged this citation of nonrecord sources, the court could have justified its actions as judicial
notice. Instead, the opinion was much more diffuse. After noting
that the use of treatises was mere surplusage, the court’s discussion
begins with a general carte blanche for research (and more judicial
notice):
It is of interest, and it is noted, that most
appellate courts, when dealing with complex issues,
often resort to various periodicals and treatises to
become familiar in understanding the subject matter
at hand. In seeking to understand expert testimony
from any specialized field, e.g., engineering,
mechanics, medicine, etc., this Court is not confined
to what is stated or explained in the trial record by
witnesses, or counsel in a brief, but may resort to any
and all authoritative sources. A judge or justice has
the same responsibility to try and understand what a
case is all about as a lawyer. This is part of our search
for truth and justice.150
The court then quotes the recollections of one of Justice Black’s
former law clerks about Black’s research practices and the clerk’s
speculation that some citations in opinions did not come from the
parties’ briefs.151 It then quotes Thomas Marvell’s study of appellate
courts, in which he notes that appellate judges may need empirical
information and may get it from books or experts.152 Next, the court
quotes at length Professor Davis’s 1942 law review article, in which
he distinguished legislative from adjudicative facts (even though

148.
149.
150.
151.
152.

Id.
Id. at 1178–79.
Id. at 1184.
Id. (quoting JOHN P. FRANK, MARBLE PALACE 114 (1958)).
Id. at 1185 (quoting MARVELL, supra note 20, at 186).
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there is no question that the Mississippi court’s use of the medical
treatises was entirely adjudicative).153 Finally, the court cites Ross v.
Hoffman, the Maryland case in which a judge was not reversed for
referring to a child psychology book that he had read before the
beginning of the case in which he used it.154 The court did not cite in
its analysis the two other cases that had reversed judges who relied
on that same book.155 Having run the gamut from general permission, to legislative facts, to a judge’s pre-case knowledge, the
opinion returns to broad statements:
While we are not obligated to go beyond the
record or briefs of counsel, neither are we obligated to
exclude from our consideration any scientific law,
fact or truth which helps to explain, amplify or affect
the validity of an expert opinion. Moreover, when a
decision in a case rests upon technical, specialized or
scientific knowledge, if we find the record does not
make the subject matter sufficiently clear, we will not
hesitate to conduct authoritative study on our own.
This is not to find additional “facts,” but to
understand and intelligently evaluate the facts in
evidence . . . . There is nothing in counsel’s petition
which persuades us any statement in the questioned
paragraph is inaccurate.156
Apart from the final cryptic reference to the information’s accuracy,
the court ignored judicial notice, the doctrine most relevant to its
research, and completely failed to consider the ethics rules. Instead,
it provides an anecdotal and irrelevant wander through other research
contexts, implying that all appellate research is fine so long as it is
intended to further the search for truth. This is neither accurate nor
helpful.
The current state of the law, from a doctrinal standpoint,
could use improvement. Clearer focus on the purposes for which

153. Id. (quoting Davis, supra note 62, at 403).
154. Id. at 1186 (citing Ross v. Hoffmann, 364 A.2d 596 (Md. Ct. Spec.
App. 1979)).
155. See supra notes 136–40 and accompanying text.
156. Samuels, 608 So. 2d at 1186.
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judges may do research (and hence on the operation of the judicial
notice rules) could result in a more useful body of precedent that
could guide a curious judge. However, serious problems would
remain. It is not actually possible to draw clear lines between
research about case-specific facts and research that the court will use
in a more legislative way in deciding how the law applies to those
facts. It is not actually possible, in many cases, to know in advance
whether the research a judge undertakes will lead to indisputable
information. And conflating the question of what facts a judge may
find so authoritatively as to use judicial notice (which, in civil cases,
takes that fact away from the jury) with what questions a judge may
research independently mixes rules based on different policies and
adds additional layers of confusion.
The problems with the distinctions that the rules try to
apply—between basic everyday facts, case-specific adjudicative
facts, and legislative facts—are far more fundamental. Because they
assume that there is a meaningful and clear difference between fact,
on the one hand, and law, on the other, they will never be truly
workable no matter how hard codes and cases try to be clear about
the situation at hand. As in other areas of the law in which courts
distinguish between “law” and “fact,” the line between adjudicative
facts and legislative facts is an artificial one, based on policy
considerations rather than observable reality. The next section,
therefore, turns to the conundrum of the distinction between fact and
law.

III.

THE MYSTERIOUS LAW–FACT DISTINCTION

There are countless contexts in which courts distinguish
between law and fact.157 There is also the large intermediate
category, often called “mixed questions of law and fact” or the

157. See, e.g., Thompson v. Keohane, 516 U.S. 99 (1995) (analyzing the
law/fact divide with respect to federal habeas relief); Miller v. Fenton, 474 U.S.
104 (1985) (distinguishing legal and factual matters with regard to whether a
confession was voluntarily given); Pullman-Standard v. Swint, 456 U.S. 273
(1982) (dealing with legal and factual matters in the context of Title VII discrimination).
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“application of law to fact.”158 And there are often significant
consequences associated with the label that one chooses for a
particular decision. Those consequences are most often related to
who has the power to make or review a particular decision.
Unfortunately, those distinctions are often based more on
(sometimes unspoken) policy than on logic, so the labels obscure
rather than reveal the road to sensible decisions. The same is true of
judicial notice—and therefore also of independent judicial
research—and so it is extremely unlikely that model rules of ethics
or rules of evidence will be able to impose order on this area.
A number of commentators, in a number of contexts, have
noted the lack of meaningful content to the law/fact distinction.
Even the Supreme Court, while using the distinction, has referred to
it as “elusive,”159 “slippery,”160 and “vexing.”161 Although authorities disagree about whether there is any meaningful difference
between law and fact, all agree that the terms act as proxies for
policy determinations. Professors Allen and Pardo, for example,
argue that there is no ontological, epistemological, or analytical
distinction between the two, as even “law” is a fact.162 Professors
Monaghan and Friedman contend that there is a meaningful
analytical difference between law and facts, although the application
of the distinction becomes ugly for mixed questions.163 All agree
that the true basis for decision is policy rather than logic:
[T]he doctrinal distinction between “law” and “fact”
. . . must be decided functionally rather than by

158. See, e.g., Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362, 384 (2000) (distinguishing
the standard of review for pure questions of law from the “reasonability” review of
mixed questions of law and fact); United States v. Gaudin, 575 U.S. 506, 512
(1995) (“The application-of-legal-standard-to-fact sort of question . . . commonly
called a ‘mixed question of law and fact,’ has typically been resolved by juries.”).
159. Miller, 474 U.S. at 113.
160. Thompson, 516 U.S. at 111.
161. Pullman-Standard, 456 U.S. at 288.
162. Ronald J. Allen & Michael S. Pardo, The Myth of the Law-Fact
Distinction, 97 NW. U. L. REV. 1769, 1800–06 (2003).
163. See Richard D. Friedman, Standards of Persuasion and the Distinction
Between Fact and Law, 86 NW. U. L. REV. 916, 932 (1992) (discussing the
“analytic difference” between legal and factual contentions); Henry P. Monaghan,
Constitutional Fact Review, 85 COLUM. L. REV. 229, 235 (1985) (discussing the
analytic distinction between law and fact).
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reference to purported ontological, epistemological,
or analytical differences between the concepts. This
is precisely why the cases on the distinction are so
apparently haphazard rather than orderly: there is no
algorithm for generating correct conclusions about
which is which, and so the courts muddle along
attempting to rationalize a process whose primary
purpose is allocative in terms of the nature of the
entities. There is thus a mismatch between task and
tool, leading to the perfectly predictable sense of
chaos surrounding the matter.164
The Supreme Court itself has conceded that this is the case, at least
in some contexts—“the fact/law distinction at times has turned on a
determination that, as a matter of the sound administration of justice,
one judicial actor is better positioned than another to decide the issue
in question.”165
To illustrate the point, it helps to consider some of the
contexts in which courts have identified particular questions as
“law,” despite the questions being quite fact intensive. Sometimes
they do so to give more power to the court of appeals rather than the
trial court.166 For example, in Cooper Industries, Inc. v. Leatherman
Tool Group, Inc., the Supreme Court held that the issue of whether a
punitive damage award is excessive is a legal rather than factual
question, and so appellate courts should use a de novo standard of
review rather than a standard that is deferential to the jury.167 And
while the Court (unconvincingly) attempted to explain why punitive

164. Allen & Pardo, supra note 162, at 1806.
165. Miller v. Fenton, 474 U.S. 104, 114 (1985) (indicating that whether a
confession is voluntary is not a question of fact entitled to presumption of
correctness, but rather is a legal question that is decided independently by a judge
in a habeas corpus proceeding).
166. See Martin B. Louis, Allocating Adjudicative Decision Making
Authority Between the Trial and Appellate Levels: A Unified View of the Scope
of Review, the Judge/Jury Question, and Procedural Discretion, 64 N.C. L. REV.
993, 997 (1986) (explaining how the law/fact divide allocates power between trial
and appellate courts); see also Kevin Clermont, Jurisdictional Fact, 91 CORNELL L.
REV. 973, 990 n.59 (2006) (discussing the artificial nature of the law/fact line in
review of jurisdictional facts).
167. 532 U.S. 424, 436 (2001).
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damage decisions based on moral condemnation and deterrence are
not really factual, its real point was to assign the final decision about
punitive damages to appellate courts.168 In a similar way, the Court
has treated certain kinds of facts in constitutional litigation—socalled constitutional facts—as if they were law, so they can be
reviewed de novo.169 As Judge Easterbrook once explained, “That
admixture of fact and law, sometimes called an issue of ‘constitutional fact,’ is reviewed without deference in order to prevent the
idiosyncrasies of a single judge or jury from having far-reaching
legal effects.”170 The Court has not been consistent in its use of the
constitutional fact doctrine, however. While in some cases the Court
emphasizes the importance of the constitutional right and requires
far-reaching appellate review, in others it labels an issue a mere
question of ultimate fact and prohibits de novo review. Thus the
issue of “actual malice” in defamation cases gets de novo review as a
constitutional fact, while the issue of intent in a racial discrimination
claim does not.171 Facts underlying constitutional decisions may be

168. Id. at 436 (“Our decisions in analogous cases, together with the
reasoning that produced those decisions, thus convince us that courts of appeals
should apply a de novo standard of review when passing on district courts’
determinations of the constitutionality of punitive damages awards.”).
169. See Norris v. Alabama, 294 U.S. 587, 589–91 (1935) (“[W]henever a
conclusion of law of a state court as to a federal right and findings of fact are so
intermingled that the latter control the former, it is incumbent upon us to analyze
the facts in order that the appropriate enforcement of the federal right may be
assured.”).
170. A Woman’s Choice—East Side Women’s Clinic v. Newman, 305 F.3d
684, 689 (7th Cir. 2002) (explaining the basis for de novo review of a district
court’s finding based on empirical studies that a state abortion law would create an
undue burden). The doctrine of constitutional fact apparently derived from that of
jurisdictional fact, a concept that allowed de novo review of facts on which the
court’s power depended. See Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22, 60 (1932) (“In
cases brought to enforce constitutional rights, the judicial power of the United
States necessarily extends to the independent determination of all questions, both
of fact and law, necessary to the performance of that supreme function.”).
171. Compare New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964)
(granting independent judicial review of actual malice determinations in cases
concerning defamation of public officials), and Bose Corp. v. Consumers Union of
the U.S., Inc., 466 U.S. 485, 510–11 (1984) (restating the holding in Sullivan),
with Pullman-Standard v. Swint, 456 U.S. 273, 285–86 (1982) (noting that
discriminatory intent is a “pure question of fact” and subject to the highly
deferential “clearly erroneous” standard of review).
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defined either as law or fact, as the Court’s pragmatic assessment of
the proper scope of review dictates. Even outside the realm of
constitutional law, courts sometimes define a mixed question of law
and fact as “law,” allowing a demanding standard of review, and
sometimes define them as questions of fact to be reversed only if
clearly erroneous.172
In other cases, issues are defined as “law” in order to allocate
decisional power to the judge rather than the jury. Consider, for
example, the contrasting way in which courts treat issues of
negligence and issues of contract interpretation. Negligence decisions are treated as facts—and decided by juries—even when they
include evaluative, law-application considerations such as whether
the defendant’s conduct was “reasonable.”173 Contracts cases, on the
other hand, often define the ultimate fact issue, such as whether a
contract was “breached” or whether it is “unconscionable” as a
question of law for the court.174 Why? Not because there is some
inherent difference between the kinds of facts being decided, but
because courts have rejected a normative role for the jury in the

172. 9C CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT & ARTHUR A. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE
& PROCEDURE § 2588 (3d ed. 1998) (collecting examples). Similar games are
played by state supreme courts whose jurisdiction is limited to reviewing questions
of law. For example, the Texas Supreme Court may not review a case to
determine whether there was factually sufficient evidence to support the jury’s
decision, but has decreed that the issue of whether the intermediate appellate court
used the proper evidentiary standard in reaching its judgment on these questions of
fact is a question of law, and the supreme court has jurisdiction. See Pool v. Ford
Motor Co., 715 S.W.2d 629, 635 (Tex. 1986) (decreeing that the court of appeals
must detail the evidence and explain its analysis when reversing for factual
insufficiency reasons).
173. Richmond & D.R. Co. v. Powers, 149 U.S. 43, 45 (1893) (“[There is]
no suggestion that the law as to negligence and contributory negligence was not
properly stated to the jury.”); Elcox v. Hill, 98 U.S. 218, 221 (1878) (“Negligence
is usually . . . wholly a question of fact for the jury.”).
174. See Garza v. Southland Corp., 836 S.W.2d 214, 219 (Tex. App.—
Houston [14th Dist.] 1992, no pet.) (holding that the issue of whether a party
breached a contract is a question of law rather than fact, and should not be
submitted to the jury); U.C.C. § 2-302 (2003) (discussing unconscionable
contracts). See generally Mark P. Gergen, The Jury’s Role in Deciding Normative
Issues in the American Common Law, 68 FORDHAM L. REV. 407 (1999)
(discussing the evolution of the allocation of decisional power between judge and
jury in contract and tort cases).
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commercial area.175 The courts, while talking about fact and law, are
actually assigning decisions they consider to be more important to
the judge rather than to the jury.176 In patent litigation, the Supreme
Court has decreed that the question of the scope of the claim is a
question of law, even though it involves drawing factual inferences
from extrinsic evidence.177 The reason, again, is not a logical consideration of the difference between law and fact, but a policy
decision that judges rather than juries are better equipped to make
the decision and that uniformity is desirable.178
Across subject areas, it is a fictional fact/law distinction that
makes summary judgment and directed verdicts possible. In order to
prevent juries from making a decision at odds with the
overwhelming weight of the evidence, courts have labeled the
decision in such cases as questions of law, allowing the court to take
the case away from the jury. Underneath the label, however, may be
a decision by the court that an inference is not reasonable, based on
the totality of the evidence—a factual decision. Once again, “the
setting of the line of demarcation between questions of fact and
questions of law implicates many important social values, including
the relative distribution of authority between laypersons and the
bench.”179

175. See, e.g., Gergen, supra note 174, at 442–50; William C. Whitford, The
Role of the Jury (and the Fact/Law Distinction) in the Interpretation of Written
Contracts, 2001 WIS. L. REV. 931, 943–44 (discussing disadvantages of allowing
juries to decide issues of contract interpretation).
176. Even in tort cases, when a court wants to control a jury’s ability to
make a decision, perhaps because it fears jury sympathy toward the plaintiff, it will
define an element of the claim as a question of law. For example, the Texas
Supreme Court has defined the question of whether a landlord has a duty to protect
tenants from the crimes of third persons (which in turn depends on whether the risk
of criminal conduct is so great that it is both unreasonable and foreseeable) as a
question of law, to be decided by the court and not the jury. See Mellon Mortgage
Co. v. Holder, 5 S.W.3d 654, 663 (Tex. 1999) (Baker, J., concurring) (“Duty is the
threshold inquiry, which is a question of law for the court to decide.”); Walker v.
Harris, 924 S.W.2d 375, 377 (Tex. 1996) (“The existence of a duty is a question of
law for the court to decide from the facts surrounding the occurrence in
question.”).
177. Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 517 U.S. 370, 372 (1996).
178. Id. at 388–91.
179. 11 MOORE ET AL., supra note 19, ¶ 56.11[6], [7].
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Cases trying to deal with judicial notice, and trying to
distinguish between adjudicative fact and legislative fact, can also be
better explained as policy decisions about the kind of information
judges should be permitted to rely on, and the kinds of procedures
they should use when doing so.180 When courts are engaged in
making law—whether that means filling in statutory gaps, advancing
the common law, interpreting the constitution, or deciding how to
apply the law to a novel set of facts—they want to be allowed to
access and use types of information that are unlikely to be
“indisputable.” The types of facts needed to resolve policy disputes
are apt to be general, forward-looking, and diffuse. They might also
be extremely expensive and time consuming if parties had to use
traditional evidence to prove them at trial. Further, even if the
parties were willing to try to prove up the kinds of empirical and
theoretical data often involved, courts would not want to be limited
to what the parties have produced in making policy decisions. The
law made by the court will affect not just these parties, but everyone
to whom the law applies. Consequently, when thinking about rules
of judicial notice as it affects lawmaking, the evidence rules put the
information in the law category—“legislative” facts—in order to
allow the judges to choose what facts to use.
On the other hand, when courts are engaged in deciding
concrete disputes between identified litigants about who did what to
whom, values about party control of the proceedings, the passive role
of the judge, the rules of procedure and evidence that govern
presentation of information in court, and the right to jury trial are
paramount. For this reason, the law labels this kind of information
as “adjudicative” and puts far stricter limits on the judge’s intervention into the collection and presentation of this information. At the
appellate level, rules that required parties to raise an issue at the trial
level or waive it, for reasons of judicial economy, also work in favor
of consigning issues to the world of “fact” so that any applicable
information had to be developed below.

180. Perhaps this explains why the committee that drafted the federal
judicial notice rule, and the rule itself, define neither “adjudicative fact” nor
“legislative fact.” As one commentator noted, “Lamentably, the Advisory
Committee provided no guidance on how to determine whether the matter noticed
is law or fact; they simply excluded judicial notice of law from Rule 201 without
considering this difficulty.” WRIGHT & GRAHAM, supra note 8, § 5103.
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This kind of policy analysis makes arguments about judicial
notice (and research) of general questions of science and social
science make more sense. Doctrinally, it is often incorrect to say
that they are not part of the fact questions to be decided in a
particular case. From the perspective of “who should decide,”
however, it is possible to argue, as in other law/fact debates, that
judges are better suited to process complex general information and
that decisions about science and social science can influence nonparties just as law can. So, the argument goes, even though quite
factual in nature, these general issues should be defined as “law” or
“legislative facts” in order to allocate the decisional power to the
judge.181 As between trial courts and appellate courts, some also
argue that from a policy perspective appellate courts are at least as
well suited as trial courts—and maybe better equipped—to make
decisions with far-reaching consequences. The real argument is
again about allocation of decisional power—an argument based on
institutional suitability to make the relevant decision. How, though,
should this subtext of the policy debate—which focuses on who
should decide—fit into an ethics rule that governs research rather
than decision, and merely refers to black letter law? “A judge shall
not investigate facts in a matter independently, and shall consider
only the evidence presented and any facts that may properly be
judicially noted.”182
The policy perspective may even make more sense of the
Mississippi Supreme Court’s rambling discussion of its right to do
research.183 Even with respect to case-specific facts, appellate courts
may have an additional policy concern. They want the results of

181. This is exactly what Professors Monahan and Walker have argued in
several articles on the subject. Monahan & Walker, Judicial Use of Social Science
Research, supra note 84 (discussing courts’ use of social science research);
Monahan & Walker, Social Authority, supra note 84 (discussing at length how
judges should evaluate social authority once they have found it); Walker &
Monahan, supra note 84 (“[Social science] should be evaluated by the judge
according to accepted common law principles; and only then should it be conveyed
to the jury, by instruction from the judge.”); see also Michael J. Saks, The
Aftermath of Daubert: An Evolving Jurisprudence of Expert Evidence, 40
JURIMETRICS 229, 235 (2000) (“The soundness of scientific theories and general
applications are comparable to matters of law; the soundness of specific
applications are matters of fact.”).
182. Model Code of Judicial Conduct R. 2.9(C) (2007).
183. See supra notes 147–56 and accompanying text.
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litigated cases to bear some correspondence to a sense of “truth”
outside the courtroom. The law/fact distinction is also not helpful
here. Responsible judges want to get both the law and the facts
right, or at least to make their decisions in a responsible way. Thus
interpreted, the Mississippi court can be read as saying that whatever
the context, law or fact, they should be allowed to use any tool
needed in searching for the “truth,” whether or not the information
was used at trial and however it was acquired. This stakes out a
coherent policy position, even if the court’s expression of it is
doctrinally flawed. It explains the court’s willingness to use medical
treatises to double check their treatment of conflicting expert
opinion. It also explains the desire of the fictional Judge Garfield, in
this Article’s opening hypothetical,184 to use facts about geography
that might lead to the reversal of defendant’s conviction, even when
the defendant’s lawyer failed to produce the information either at
trial or on appeal.
The current law of judicial notice, then, is muddled in a way
that cannot be clarified simply by urging courts to think more clearly
about all of the applicable law. Rule 2.9, by explicitly importing
these concepts into the ethics rules, recognizes existing law but
chooses a vehicle that is badly suited to guide anyone. Although the
question of when judges should be permitted to independently find
and use information is at its base a question of policy, the governing
law uses those policy considerations only as subtext. The following
section discusses whether there is a better way to structure the ethics
rules’ treatment of the research issue.

IV.

CHOOSE: AN ARTICLE WITH ALTERNATE ENDINGS

To research or not to research? To disclose or not to
disclose? To provide clarity or trust judges to do the right thing
under cover of doctrinal swamp? A clear rule, and one chosen
explicitly because it best fits the role of the judge in the adversary
system and the requirements of due process, would be better than the
current muddle. But which way to go? Like Clue,185 28 Days

184. See supra Part I.A.
185. CLUE (Debra Hill Productions 1985). This movie, based on the popular
board game, had three different endings with three different characters being
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Later . . .,186 and The Simpsons,187 this Article offers muliple
solutions. Each has advantages and disadvantages from a due
process perspective, and each would force lawmakers to
acknowledge the trade-offs involved in the solution.
A.

Do No Independent Research

One way to provide clarity is to prohibit judges from doing
any kind of independent research—books or Internet, adjudicative or
legislative. If a judge felt the need for more information, the correct
way to obtain it would be to request the parties to provide it. In
order to implement this choice, Rule 2.9(C)188 would be modified to
delete the reference to judicial notice:
A judge shall not investigate facts in a matter
independently, and shall consider only the
evidence presented.
To be even clearer that this rule is meant to be a break from current
practice, the rule could read, “A judge shall not investigate

identified as the killer. In the theater, only one ending was shown to any given
audience, while the DVD includes all of the alternate endings. Clue (1985) Alternate Versions, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0088930/alternateversions (last
visited Oct. 26, 2008).
186. 28 DAYS LATER . . . (British Film Council & DNA Films 2002). Danny
Boyle directed this British film. While the movie was still in theatrical release, a
darker ending (preferred by the writer and the director) in which the protagonist
died was added after the credits. 28 Days Later . . . (2002) - Alternate Versions,
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0289043/alternateversions (last visited Oct. 26, 2008).
187. The Simpsons: Who Shot Mr. Burns (Fox television broadcast May 21,
1995 & Sept. 17, 1995). Several endings were scripted, and at least two shot, for
this two-part episode of the popular television show. The “true” ending has baby
Maggie Simpson shooting Mr. Burns, who had tried to steal her candy, while in
another Burns was shot by his assistant Waylon Smithers. The alternate endings
were shown on a Simpsons retrospective show, The Simpsons: 138th Episode
Spectacular (Fox television broadcast Dec. 3, 1995), and may sometimes be seen
on the Internet, e.g., Hulu - The Simpsons: Alternate Ending, http://www.hulu.com
/watch/20690/the-simpsons-alternate-ending (last visited Oct. 26, 2008).
188. In fact, it might be better to pull any rule regarding research out of the
ex parte communications rule and place it on its own, as there seems to be some
conceptual resistance to thinking about research as falling into this category, and
greater prominence might result in greater compliance.
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independently adjudicative or legislative facts, including general
scientific or technical information, except as allowed by this Rule.”
A “no research” rule would enforce a number of policies: leaving
control of litigation to the parties; keeping the judge’s role in the
adversary system freer from undisclosed biasing influences; allowing
adversarial presentation of information to provide more accuracy and
to promote the search for truth; and promoting transparency in the
judicial system. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach
can be considered within a framework of constitutional due process
and of how well it would further “the just, speedy, and inexpensive
determination of every action and proceeding.”189
1.

Due Process Advantages: Notice and the
Opportunity to be Heard

In terms of clarity, this rule would eliminate the
uncontrollable logistical and doctrinal confusion of the current rules
and thereby provide greater notice and participation rights to the
parties. A judge, setting out to do research, cannot control whether
she sees information that, in retrospect, would be used in an
adjudicative rather than legislative way. In researching, she cannot
control seeing information that is disputable or is from sources of
questionable reliability. Yet in doing the research the judge will see
this information, and cannot “un-see” it or avoid the information
having some impact on her view of the issues in the case. Similarly,
eliminating independent research eliminates the risk that a judge will
subconsciously gravitate toward sources that confirm the judge’s
pre-existing biases because those sources will seem more believable.
While some scientific information is generally agreed to, in many of
the areas involving controversy in the courts the science is in fact
highly disputed, and the search for “neutral” expertise is more likely
to be apparent than real.190

189. Fed. R. Civ. P. 1.
190. See Ann Woolhandler, Rethinking the Judicial Reception of Legislative
Facts, 41 VAND. L. REV. 111, 123 (1988) (noting that “neutral” applications of
expert knowledge are subtexts for partial or biased perspectives). The Supreme
Court has recently recognized that some studies may be problematic because they
were funded by the litigants. See Exxon Shipping Co. v. Baker, 128 S. Ct. 2605,
2626 n.17 (2008) (citing articles about the unpredictability of punitive damages
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The “no independent research” rule is also more consistent
with the role of the judge in the adversary system. The progress of a
dispute is meant to be party driven, and greater judicial involvement
in issues that affect the merits threatens both the judge’s actual and
apparent neutrality. To some extent judicial research also lessens the
parties’ control over their own cases, as sometimes research is used
with no notice until an opinion is written and entered. A research
prohibition also leaves burdens of proof intact—the party with the
burden (not the judge) must meet the burden of production or
persuasion or will lose the case. For appellate courts, the no research
rule also reinforces their role in reviewing the actions of the court
below, looking only to the record; the appellate courts are not meant
to be first-instance fact finders.
Prohibiting independent research by judges also helps deal
with the danger of misunderstood information, which is particularly
strong when information is independently acquired and used without
cross-examination or supplementation. Many experts question
whether judges, however intelligent and well-schooled in law, can
properly evaluate the kinds of scientific and technical information
often involved in the judges’ research:
There is no reason to think that [a judge] who is not a
scientist would have, or could have, or should have
found the time to gain the enlightenment in oncology,
epidemiology and pediatrics needed to render his
decision . . . with the assurance of correctness. . . .
Today, even a trained scientist is barely more
knowledgeable than a layman about the almost
innumerably proliferated specialized scientific and
technological areas outside the scientists own
specialty.191
The same is true in the social sciences. “Few judges are trained in
statistics, demography, psychoanalysis, cognitive psychology, or

and stating, “[b]ecause this research was funded in part by Exxon, we decline to
rely on it.”).
191. Edward Gerjuoy, Judicial Understanding of Science, in SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY ADVICE TO THE PRESIDENT, CONGRESS, AND JUDICIARY 470, 470–71
(William T. Golden ed., 1988).
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whatever the relevant social science material might be.”192 The
courts’ use of scientific evidence in the criminal context has been
particularly criticized for errors and misunderstandings, even when
subjected to adversarial presentation.193
Aside from the special problems in understanding
information usually wielded by experts, a “no research” rule would
eliminate the problem of the nature and impermanence of
information available on the Internet. As Jon Stewart, host of the
Daily Show, noted, “The Internet is just the world passing around
notes in a classroom.”194 While some information on the Internet is
very reliable, some is not, and it is not always easy to tell the
difference.195 Further, citations to Internet sources in judicial opinions are not helpful in the long run, as websites come and go
quickly enough that links are often broken shortly after the opinion is

192. Michael J. Saks, Judicial Attention to the Way the World Works, 75
IOWA L. REV. 1011, 1026 (1990); see also Lockhart v. McCree, 476 U.S. 162,
168–69 n.3 (1986) (noting that two courts of appeals reached different conclusions
from the same social science evidence regarding “death qualified” juries); Cynthia
Stevens Kent, Daubert Readiness of Texas Judiciary:
A Study of the
Qualifications, Experience, and Capacity of the Members of the Texas Judiciary to
Determine the Admissibility of Expert Testimony Under the Daubert, Kelly,
Robinson, and Havner Tests, 6 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 1, 15 (1999) (reporting
that seventy percent of state judges have “limited, and potentially outdated,
education or experience with the evaluation of scientific methodology”); Ellie
Margolis, Beyond Brandeis: Exploring the Uses of Non-Legal Materials in
Appellate Briefs, 34 U.S.F. L. REV. 197, 232–33 (2000) (“Judges and lawyers may
not have the ability to detect flaws in research methodology, or distinguish valid
studies from invalid ones.”).
193. See Erin Murphy, The New Forensics: Criminal Justice, False
Certainty, and the Second Generation of Scientific Evidence, 95 CAL. L. REV. 721,
721–22 (2007) (noting that technological advances may actually exacerbate
contemporary problems in the use of forensic science at trial); Michael J. Saks,
Scientific Evidence and the Ethical Obligations of Attorneys, 49 CLEV. ST. L. REV.
421, 424 (2001) (citing statistics from the Innocence Project indicating that
unintentional, as opposed to fraudulent, forensic science errors play a factor in
63% of wrongful conviction cases).
194. Thomas Goetz, Reinventing Television: We Interrupt this Broadcast to
Bring you a Special Report from Jon Stewart, WIRED, Sept. 2005, at 102, 102,
available at http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/13.09/stewart.html.
195. Mary J. Koshollek, Assessing Information on the Internet, WIS. LAW.,
Nov. 2006, at 26, 26–28, available at http://www.wisbar.org/AM/Template.cfm
?Section=Wisconsin_Lawyer&template=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm&contentid=614
73.
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published.196 All of these problems inherent in untested judicial
research militate in favor of including all information that is of
consequence to the action within the framework of party notice and
participation.
Sometimes, however, the court will genuinely need more
information (or, in a trial court, want the jury to have more
information) than the parties have provided. If the ethics rules
prohibit research, will the fact finders be forced to make a decision
on an inadequate record? No. Trial courts can request the parties to
introduce more or better evidence. They can also enlist the help of
court-appointed experts when necessary.197 Appellate courts are
more limited in their ability to enhance the record,198 but can request
further briefing, help from amici,199 or if necessary remand to the
trial court for further fact-finding.200 Although the need to remand

196. Barger, supra note 3, at 429–30.
197. Robert E. Keeton, Legislative Facts and Similar Things: Deciding
Disputed Premise Facts, 73 MINN. L. REV. 1, 45–47 (1988); see also Joe S. Cecil &
Thomas E. Willging, Accepting Daubert’s Invitation: Defining a Role for CourtAppointed Experts in Assessing Scientific Validity, 43 EMORY L. J. 995 (1994)
(detailing the process by which a court can utilize an appointed expert).
198. See Weinstein, supra note 33, at 557 (“The problem is more difficult
for appellate judges than for trial judges, since the latter can more readily schedule
new views and hearings with the cooperation of counsel when a review of the
record while writing an opinion reveals a gap. . . . A better way would be for the
court to ask the parties to supplement the record—preferably by stipulation at the
appellate level. . . . Fact finding should be on the record.”). The logistical problems
an appellate court would encounter in giving the parties notice of its intent to
judicially notice adjudicative facts are another factor making independent research
inadvisable.
199. A number of law review articles recommend ways in which careful
appellate briefing can bring information to the court’s attention. See, e.g.,
Cappalli, supra note 80 (suggesting that lawyers make more extensive use of
Internet sources to bring legislative facts to the court’s attention); Cathy Cochran,
Surfing the Web for a “Brandeis Brief,” 70 TEX. B. J. 780, 781 (2007)
(emphasizing use of briefs composed both of legal argument and pertinent
background information); Margolis, supra note 192, at 235 (“Non-legal materials
in support of policy arguments can be a powerful tool for argument in an appellate
brief.”); Brenda See, Written in Stone? The Record on Appeal and the DecisionMaking Process, 40 GONZ. L. REV. 157, 179–81 (2004–2005) (discussing efficacy
of carefully worded and organized briefs).
200. See, e.g., Pinter v. Dahl, 486 U.S. 622, 640–41 (1988) (requiring
further fact-finding on remand); Spratt v. R.I. Dep’t of Corr., 482 F.3d 33, 43 (1st
Cir. 2007) (“The factual record on these issues is quite thin. As such, it would also
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could, in the short run, increase expense and delay, if trial courts and
lawyers get the message and create more adequate records, the longterm result could be better decision making at all levels.201 Because
the trial court is better equipped than the appellate court to gather
evidence and to find facts, a shift to that level for information
gathering is preferable.202
2.

Due Process Disadvantages
a.

Loss of Significant Information

A prohibition on research would not come without costs,
especially in the area of what are now labeled “legislative facts.” In
a world in which parties had unlimited and equal resources, relying
on the parties to supply information relevant to a court’s lawmaking
function would be safe. Even if they did not provide desired testimony on their own, the court could require it. Real courts do not
operate in that ideal world, however, and the presentation of
evidence can be skewed by inadequate party resources or incentives.
A rule prohibiting judges from doing research would result in a
system in which the courts made decisions about the policy aims of
the law armed only with the information supplied by the parties. If
at times information gained in judicial research is valuable, and the
information would not be provided by the parties, the “no research”
rule would lead to a loss of valuable information.203

be improvident at this point to grant summary judgment in favor of Spratt. We
have held that entry of summary judgment for defendant was not warranted. Each
side, on remand, may present further evidence and argument.”); Galstian v.
Ashcroft, 63 Fed. App’x 413, 414 (9th Cir. 2003) (remanding for further factfinding concerning attorney’s fraudulent activities).
201. “Part of the Supreme Court’s problem is created by the unwillingness
of lower court judges to complicate their proceedings with factual inquiries that go
beyond the facts about the parties. Part of the Supreme Court’s task is to train
lower court judges to do just that. Occasional exhortations in opinions may help,
but remanding a few cases may turn out to be more effective.” Kenneth Karst,
Legislative Facts in Constitutional Litigation, 1960 SUP. CT. REV. 75, 98.
202. Id.
203. This dilemma could lead a state to adopt a hybrid position (a third
ending?) in which independent research is generally prohibited, but which creates
a narrowly tailored exception, requiring the court to announce in advance its
intention to do specified research, to make specific findings that information is
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In addition, a prohibition on research could force an appellate
court to affirm a decision it strongly believes to be factually
incorrect. While the Sixth Amendment prohibits appellate courts
from using judicial notice as a directed verdict of conviction,204 in
other cases it can be used to correct a miscarriage of justice below,
particularly when one of the litigants has inadequate resources or
poor representation. Must the court affirm a conviction, or in a civil
case a summary judgment or jury verdict, based on a factually
tenuous record because it is not allowed to research the facts that
would document the problem? Are judges stuck with the trial court
record in reviewing Daubert decisions on the admissibility of expert
testimony, when a quick Internet search would reveal that the parties
below failed to provide a significant piece of the puzzle? On the one
hand, courts might find such situations intolerable; on the other hand,
appellate judges frequently face situations where procedural default
requires them to affirm flawed judgments. A prohibition on using
independent research to correct the results in individual cases, then,
might not frustrate judges as much as would the interference with
their lawmaking roles.
b.

Loss of Notice and Opportunity to be
Heard

Faced with a prohibition on research, judges have only their
own experiences and beliefs about the world to turn to, and they may
base decisions on “an uneven mixture of a priori conjectures and
partially informed guesses.”205 “Facts” about the way the world
works would more often be presented as factual propositions,
without support in the record or otherwise.206 Courts already take
judicial notice of various matters, citing nothing at all. For example,
Professor Davis noted long ago the contrast between legislative fact

needed that cannot be supplied by the parties, and to allow the parties to object to
the need for research and to respond to the accuracy and interpretation of the
information unearthed by the court.
204. See U.S. CONST. amend. VI (stating that all criminal cases must be tried
by a jury).
205. Davis, supra note 21, at 953.
206. A prohibition might also merely “drive independent research underground.” Cheng, supra note 23, at 1312.
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formed from judicial impression and that formed from empirical
research:
The especially enlightening cases of this kind are
those in which the Court has divided, with some of
the justices drawing factual conclusions out of thin air
and others making the needed factual investigation.
Jay Burns Baking Co. v. Bryan is one of the best
examples. The question there was the constitutionality of a statute prescribing standardized sizes for
loaves of bread. In holding the statute a denial of due
process, the majority of the Court said: “There is no
evidence in support of the thought that purchasers
have been or are likely to be induced to take a nine
and a half or ten ounce loaf for a pound (16 ounce)
loaf . . . and it is contrary to common experience and
unreasonable to assume that there could be any
danger of such deception.” The Court found its
“common experience” neither in the record nor in
specific extra-record sources. . . . Mr. Justice Brandeis
in one of his most impressive factual opinions
demonstrated with specific facts drawn from
identified sources that buyers of bread had been
deceived and that compulsory standardization of the
size of loaves had proved to be a successful
experiment in various places.207
Forcing judges to fall back on their own biases and experiences,
then, could be worse than allowing the possibility that research
might broaden or challenge their views.
Further, if research were forbidden and replaced by gut
reactions, there would be no mechanism to compel—or politely
urge—judges to disclose the factual bases of their opinions to the
parties and to allow the parties to respond. A litigant, especially on
appeal, has no way to cross-examine the basis for a judge’s belief
that packaging does not confuse consumers, that privileges are
necessary to encourage a client to confide in his attorney, that

207. Davis, supra note 21, at 955–56.
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interspousal immunity from battery claims protects family harmony,
or that consumer arbitration is generally affordable. Taking
independent judicial research out of the closet might better allow it
to be made a part of the adversary process and closely examined.
B.

Research Anything—With Due Process Protections

A rule prohibiting all independent judicial research would
theoretically increase the parties’ rights to notice and hearing and
allow all information to be tested in an open and transparent way.
However, a research prohibition might instead result in less candor,
less notice, and less acceptable outcomes. Rule-makers could,
therefore, choose to provide clear guidance to judges by going in the
other direction: instead of prohibiting all research, the ethics rules
could allow judges free rein for research so long as everything is
disclosed to the parties and they receive an opportunity to challenge
the information and to provide supplemental information. There
would again be no need to tie the rules to false distinctions between
adjudicative and legislative fact.
Under this alternative, Rule 2.9 would be modified in a
different way. The prohibition on ex parte communications generally would be retained, so that section (A) would still instruct judges
not to “initiate, permit, or consider ex parte communications, or
consider other communications made to the judge outside the
presence of the parties or their lawyers, concerning a pending or
impending matter.”208 Comment 3 would still emphasize that this
prohibition extends to lawyers, law teachers, and other persons. The
taboo against talking to people about the case-specific facts, despite
occasional lapses, is important and is generally understood. As to
other types of research, however, the bar would be lifted, but the
process would be controlled. The model for the research rule could
be the current rule regarding consulting experts on the law. Rule
2.9(C) might read something like this:
A judge may investigate the facts in a matter
independently only if the judge gives advance
notice to the parties of the subject of the judge’s
proposed investigation, and affords the parties a

208. Model Code of Judicial Conduct R. 2.9 (2007).
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reasonable opportunity to object to the research,
and to respond to the information the judge
obtains through the judge’s investigation.
Comment 6, instead of prohibiting electronic research, would
limit Rule 2.9(C) to investigation from non-human sources, so that it
would not be understood as a license to speak informally with
parties, fact witnesses, or experts. Except for communications with
people, comments could also specifically allow the research for
adjudicative as well as legislative facts. Even for trial court judges,
the risks of bias inherent in ex parte communications with people,
which cannot be replicated for the parties, seem different from the
risk of the judge gaining access to information in some tangible form
which could then be provided to the parties, along with an
opportunity to respond. This rule would also need to interact with
the disqualification rules. Although it seems unlikely that appellate
judges would often have reason or opportunity to research casespecific facts, the possibility of disqualification might still loom if
the judge somehow, through non-human sources, acquired “personal
knowledge of facts that are in dispute in the proceeding.”209 In order
to avoid continued problems of line-drawing, the disqualification
rules should clarify that research into general principles does not
constitute personal knowledge of disputed facts. The notice and
hearing provisions of the “research freely” rule would provide the
needed check against bias in this area.
Implementing the “research freely” proposal would also
require amending the evidence and procedure rules. While the ethics
rules on the subject have consequences only if they lead to
disqualification or censure, the evidence rules provide procedural
limits on use of information by the court. Currently Rule 201 of the
Federal Rules of Evidence covers only judicial notice of adjudicative
facts. In order to guarantee the parties’ due process rights to
comment on the legislative facts unearthed by the court, Rule
201(e)’s requirement that parties be given “an opportunity to be
heard as to the propriety of taking judicial notice and the tenor of the
matter noticed”210 would need to be extended to legislative as well as

209. R. 2.11(A)(1); see MARVELL, supra note 20, at 160 (“Independent
investigation at the appellate level for case facts is virtually nonexistent.”).
210. Fed. R. Evid. 201(e).
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adjudicative facts. The hearsay rules tie the use of treatises to expert
testimony, or to the requirements of judicial notice.211 In addition, as
far as adjudicative facts are concerned, any procedural rule limiting
the appellate court to facts in the record would need to be amended
to permit the use of new facts discovered by the judge.212 When the
judge-found information reveals that the jury was deprived of
relevant facts, however, the appellate court could at most remand for
a new trial.213
This “research freely” rule would be based on policies of
empowering judges to do anything necessary to maximize the
information available to make a decision; helping judges overcome
the partisan bias in information presented to them by the parties; and
allowing judges in lawmaking mode to access important information,
since parties do not always have adequate incentives to supply it.
Less nobly, it would be based on a belief that some judges will do
independent research despite the rule, and that it is better to bring
that research out of the closet and regulate it than to have it proceed
in secret.
1.

Due Process Advantages
a.

Notice and the Opportunity to be
Heard

This proposal improves on current practice by requiring the
court to give the parties the same kind of notice and opportunity to
respond to any type of judicial fact research, not just adjudicative

211. See, e.g., FED. R. EVID. 803(18) (limiting the use of “learned treatises”
at trial).
212. But courts could retain rules requiring issues to be raised at trial before
they can be raised on appeal. Such requirements promote efficiency and would
limit the subjects about which judicial research would be relevant.
213. But see Weisgram v. Marley Co., 528 U.S. 440, 441 (2000) (holding
that Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 50 allows appellate courts to direct the entry
of judgment as a matter of law when they determine that evidence was erroneously
admitted and that the remaining evidence was insufficient; the plaintiff’s
contention that allowing appellate courts to direct the entry of judgment for
defendants unfairly prejudices plaintiffs—who could have shored up their cases by
other means had they known their expert testimony was inadmissible—was
unconvincing).
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facts. In many cases, legislative facts can be as outcome-determinative as adjudicative ones, and due process principles favor
procedures that give parties notice of the court’s intention to rely on
information. Nor will the costs of such a rule create inefficiencies
that outweigh the advantages of party input. In some cases the
parties’ responses may involve only briefing; in others they will
include providing the judge with additional written materials. Only
occasionally (at the trial court level) will a research-and-disclose
system require the use of expert testimony and cross-examination to
help evaluate the information located by the judge and the issue
more generally.214 Notice and comment rights for the parties have
long been advocated even by judicial notice enthusiasts. For
example, Professor Morgan (on whose views the Advisory
Committee on the Rules of Evidence relied) warned that in reading
appellate cases citing data, “one often has a feeling that they might
have been contradicted or modified or explained by diligent counsel
aware that the court intended to use them.”215 Professor McCormick,
while vigorously promoting judicial notice of disputable legislative
facts, insisted that “[n]o rigid requirement of certainty should curb it,
but appropriate safeguards should be developed. Among these are
the giving of notice to the parties . . . affording them opportunity to
furnish materials, or supplementary materials, when such notification
is needed.”216
Some courts have already embraced this vision. In Bulova
Watch Co. v. Hattori & Co., for example, the trial judge did independent research but also involved the parties in the process through the
kind of notice and comment opportunities that would be used for
judicial notice of adjudicative facts.217 As Judge Weinstein noted,
providing the parties with an opportunity to respond to his proposed

214. In some cases the court’s proposed research might be so unimportant
and unremarkable that no response would be forthcoming.
215. Morgan, supra note 77, at 293.
216. McCormick, supra note 98, at 318.
217. 508 F. Supp. 1322, 1328 (E.D.N.Y. 1981) (“In view of the extensive
judicial notice taken, based partly upon the court’s own research, the court issued a
preliminary memorandum and invited the parties to be heard on the ‘propriety of
taking judicial notice and the tenor of the matter noticed’ upon motion made
within ten days.”). The district judge in this case researched the nature of global
business as well as the defendant’s contacts with the forum state in deciding a
question of personal jurisdiction. Id.
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findings “has the advantage of reducing the possibility of egregious
errors by the court and increases the probability that the parties may
believe they were fairly treated, even if some of them are dissatisfied
with the result.”218 Unlike more drastic measures such as hiring
court-appointed experts or appointing expert advisory panels,
permission to research with party input leaves the fact-finding
process in the normal parameters of the adversary system.
Certain pragmatic arguments also favor allowing research.
One is based on the relationship between pre-case knowledge and
pending-case research. If a judge happens to be informed about a
general issue before the case is assigned to him, he will be allowed to
use that knowledge in deciding the case and it will not disqualify
him.219 Only in the rarest of circumstances will such information,
even if arguably acquired in a setting that presented the information
in a misleading or slanted way, disqualify the judge from hearing the
case.220 A judge, then, could research an area (such as DNA testing)
before being assigned a relevant case, but under a “no research”
regime would not be allowed to do that same research once he
actually needed to use it. Parties would have no ability to respond to
the judge’s pre-case reading, while the “research freely” rules
(combined with a requirement to disclose any non-record sources on
which the judge relies) would allow them to contend directly with
the judge’s understanding of the area, whether pre-existing or done
in connection with a case. Further, allowing research would mean
that identical pre- and post-case research receives similar ethical
treatment.
This is not a mere theoretical speculation: judges are trying
to educate themselves. Numerous groups—with selfish and unselfish motives—are busily coming forward with seminars aimed
directly at a judicial audience.221 Courts are also organizing pro-

218. Id. at 1328–29.
219. See supra notes 35–38 and accompanying text.
220. See supra notes 35–38 and accompanying text.
221. See, e.g., Breyer, supra note 2 (noting joint efforts by the scientific and
legal communities to increase judicial expertise in scientific areas); Douglas T.
Kendall & Eric Sorkin, Nothing for Free: How Private Judicial Seminars are
Undermining Environmental Protections and Breaking the Public’s Trust, 25
HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 405, 467–70 (2001) (discussing the issue of private entities
funding and consequently shaping the continuing legal education of judges);
Weinstein, supra note 33, at 547–56 (emphasizing need to constrain judicial
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grams for judicial education. For example, thirty-nine states have
joined together to form the Advanced Science and Technology
Adjudication Resource Center, which will train “resource judges” to
assist other judges faced with technical and scientific issues in their
cases.222 There is no apparent ability of the parties to learn or
respond to the information supplied by the “resource judge,” making
this well-intentioned program also less transparent than disclosed
research in a particular case.
The other pragmatic reason for choosing the “research freely”
option is a prediction about judicial behavior: whether the rules
permit research or prohibit it, judges will do it anyway. In today’s
world, many people—judges included—have made Internet research
a part of their basic, habitual way of getting information about the
world. We use Internet browsers to find movie times, restaurants,
recipes, driving directions, high school sweethearts, and resumes.
Wondering, “Where have I seen that actor before?” leads not to a
frustrating memory failure but to imdb.com to find the answer.
Internet resources prove remarkably accurate in navigating through
everyday life, and it would take superhuman resolve for a judge not
to use that same resource when curious about a case. If all of that is
true, it is again better to allow the research but force its disclosure, so
that litigants have an opportunity to respond to what the judge has
found before it makes its way into an opinion.
b.

Expanded
Information

Participation

and

Appellate judges are highly educated professionals with
strong research skills. They are also tasked with making very
difficult decisions that increasingly require technical expertise.
Allowing judges to get the information they need to evaluate the

contact with external sources); National Center for State Courts, Science,
Technology and the Law FAQs (May 20, 2008), http://www.ncsconline.org
/wc/CourTopics/FAQs.asp?topic=SciTec (providing numerous links for judicial
education concerning scientific areas).
222. ASTAR Homepage, http://einshac.org/ (last visited Oct. 26, 2008); see
Thomas J. Moyer & Stephen P. Anway, Biotechnology and the Bar: A Response
to the Growing Divide Between Science and the Legal Environment, 47 JUDGES’ J.
4, 11–12 (2008) (describing Advanced Science and Technology Adjudication
Resource Center program).
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reliability of evidence offered by the parties can promote rather than
impair the truth-seeking function of the judicial process. And
because “courts make law for parties other than the litigants, courts
need to develop techniques for obtaining the views of, or effects on,
the unrepresented or underrepresented.”223 If judges are allowed to
do research to help compensate for differences in party resources, the
comparative wealth of the parties is less likely to distort the
information available to the court. One of the strengths of this version of reform is allowing independent research to continue to aid
courts’ legislative functions, even when the information sought
would not satisfy the rigorous requirements for judicial notice of
adjudicative fact.
Many would also argue that allowing judges to research
general principles of science for purposes of making Daubert
admissibility decisions is preferable to leaving the judge at the mercy
of the parties’ partisan presentations.224 The trial judges themselves
are the decision makers on these issues, and the appellate courts’
decisions recognizing scientific methods as reliable can become the
law for the state. For that reason, appellate judges may reasonably
seek out information beyond that submitted by the parties.
Proponents of allowing this type of research, such as Professor
Cheng and Judge Marlow, would also require judges to offer parties
a meaningful opportunity to be heard before the judge bases her
decision on the researched information.225

223. Woolhandler, supra note 190, at 6 (explaining reform proposals).
224. But see Adam J. Siegel, Note, Setting Limits on Judicial Scientific,
Technical, and Other Specialized Fact-Finding in the New Millennium, 86
CORNELL L. REV. 167, 209–12 (2000) (arguing that a more restrictive rule should
be in place regarding the independent research of judges when deciding the
admissibility of scientific research).
225. Cheng, supra note 23, at 1302; George Marlow, From Black Robes To
White Lab Coats: The Ethical Implications of a Judge’s Sua Sponte, Ex Parte
Acquisition of Social and Other Scientific Evidence During the Decision-Making
Process, 72 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 291, 333–34 (1998) (“A judge should be given the
discretion . . . to determine at what point in the case he or she is required to
disclose the identity of items read ex parte. However, disclosure should be required
in ample time for the parties to read the material and offer any oral or written
comments to the court, at the judge’s discretion, or to allow the lawyers an
opportunity to offer additional material responsive and relevant to the ex parte
material that the judge has disclosed.”).
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Due Process Disadvantages
a.

Loss of Notice and Opportunity to be
Heard

While the “research freely” option requires disclosure of the
material on which the judge will concede reliance, the process of
research itself will likely remain undisclosed and can create biases
that remain resistant to the attempts of the adversary system to guide
judges’ acquisition and use of information. If the process of doing
the research commits a judge to confidence in the accuracy of what
she has found, no subsequent party commentary may be enough to
dislodge the resulting bias. In addition, if the complexity or nature
of the relevant area exceeds a non-expert’s ability to evaluate it, the
rule allows deviations from the judicial role with no corresponding
benefit to the system; the search for truth is as likely to suffer as to
benefit from independent judicial research despite a procedure for
party participation. Finally, the belief that neutral expertise can be
achieved when it is the judge who performs the research
misconceives the nature of science and of expert testimony, so that
independent judicial research at the appellate level provides only the
illusion of more reliable information. As Professor Jennifer
Mnookin explains:
[W]hile the partisanship of experts may create the
illusion of disagreement even when little exists in the
broader community, even in situations far removed
from the use of “hired guns” in court, significant
interpretive disagreements can occur among scientists
operating in good faith—and this may be so even in
instances when the available quantity of data is
unusually substantial. Evidence synthesis is an
especially complex and fraught area, one in which
reputable scientists may simply disagree about the
extent to which an imperfect body of data justifies an
inference of causation. While partisanship may
exacerbate these differences, and the lure of high pay
may risk creating the appearance of disagreement
when it would be unlikely to exist outside of the
courtroom, the converse is simply not true: interpre-
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tive disagreement is not necessarily the result of
partisanship. It may well be the product of genuine
methodological and interpretive differences, not only
across scientific disciplines, but even within them.226
A completely reliable and “neutral” approach to an area of scientific
disagreement simply does not exist.
b.

Inconsistency Across Cases

Permission to do research might also morph into a perceived
responsibility to do research. Courts are already under-resourced for
the job they are expected to do. If judges are also expected to
provide a sufficient quantity of independently unearthed information,
their resources will be stretched even thinner and the quality of the
resulting research may suffer. Alternatively—and more likely—
some judges would seize the opportunity to do research, filling in the
gaps left by counsel, while others would not. Would an unacceptably uneven level of justice result? Or would this be just one more
variable in the already-diverse world of judicial discretion?227
c.

The Inefficiencies of New Appellate
Information

This disadvantage is the flip side of the truth-seeking
advantages that new information brings and of the disadvantage of
the “no research” rule when a prohibition on research would deprive
the court of information demonstrating that the outcome below was

226. Jennifer L. Mnookin, Expert Evidence, Partisanship, and Epistemic
Competence, 73 BROOK. L. REV. 1009, 1026 (2008).
227. See Cheng, supra note 23, at 1307–14 (arguing that legal system
already has multiple types of inconsistency and that inconsistent research practices
would fall into acceptable range). The author’s experience in presenting Rule
2.9(C) to the Appellate Judges Educational Institute leads her to believe that some
judges feel so strongly about their right to do research that nothing would prevent
them from doing it, while others are so strongly opposed to such research that
nothing would lead them to undertake it. After the judges discussed the
hypothetical in Part I of this article, no punches were thrown, but feelings ran high
and voices were raised. This is an issue about which judges have very strong
feelings as well as strong philosophical differences.
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inaccurate. Here, the concern is that the party-driven principles of
the adversary system, and the efficiency concerns that mandate the
raising of issues in the trial court, make appellate activism
undesirable. Under these assumptions, it is not the role of the
appellate courts to bring new facts to the table. Rules of procedure,
evidence, and court structure place the obligation of creating a
factual record and making decisions about facts at the trial level. For
reasons of both fairness and efficiency, the parties and their attorneys
are required to present their evidence at trial, and allowing an
appellate judge to re-open questions on appeal through independent
research could create inefficiencies and unfair surprise.228 The
conflict between the desire for a just outcome and maintenance of
the adversarial system values in this situation exemplifies the tension
inherent in Rule 1 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure’s
command to provide “just, speedy, and efficient” resolution of cases.
Further, when the appellate court is assigned a deferential
standard of review, as is the case for most fact-related issues, its role
is to evaluate the job the trial court did on the record before the trial
court, not the job it did in light of all of the information potentially
available in the universe. Outside the area where the court acts
legislatively, independent fact investigation could work a fundamental change in the relationship between trial and appellate courts.

V.

CONCLUSION

A judge who takes it upon herself to do fact research departs
from her normal role and from the parties’ expectations about the
sources of information on which the court will depend. The rules
governing independent judicial research should therefore make it
clear to both judges and litigants when research is and is not
permitted, and should subject judge-supplied information to the same
adversarial testing as any other kind of evidence. But under the
current rules, confusion reigns. Case law is sparse, inconsistent, and
badly explained. Even judges who are trying diligently to follow the
rules have to follow a murky path filled with false assumptions,

228. It seems unlikely, though, that a trial lawyer would actually choose not
to put on evidence in hopes that an appellate judge might independently do the
research that would save her case.
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particularly assumptions that facts are either adjudicative (research
bad) or legislative (research good), and that there is a real and
discernible difference between finding facts, applying the law to
those facts, and making new law. Current law also calls on the judge
to base the decision about whether to do research on these
jurisprudential imponderables rather than on the tradeoffs between
accuracy and the integrity of the adversary system, knowledge and
efficiency, party control and judicial supervision.
This Article therefore recommends that judicial ethics codes
unbundle the concepts of judicial research and judicial notice.
Instead, states should adopt clear rules that either allow or prohibit
research, freed from distinctions based on where use of the
information will fall along the fact/law continuum. Judges would
then know what they may and may not do. Parties will know what to
expect from judges, and will have the opportunity to respond at a
meaningful time and in a meaningful way to information on which a
case might depend. While both the “no research” and the “research
freely but disclose” systems have advantages and disadvantages, a
state should choose the rule it believes would best maximize the
quantity and reliability of information, assure transparency, and
allow party involvement in the entire judicial process. The ABA
Joint Commission has done the legal system a huge service by
highlighting the difficulty of this issue. States should honor that
service not by adopting Rule 2.9(C) as drafted, but by using it as a
springboard to a clearer, fairer rule.
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(guarantors of the corporate plaintiff's
obligations) are citizens of Missouri. It also
alleged that the defendant is a "Delaware
Limited Liability Company, with its principle
[sic] place of business in the State of Illinois."
Defendant agreed with these allegations and
filed a counterclaim. The parties agreed that a
magistrate judge could preside in lieu of a
district judge, see 28 U.S.C. § 636(c), and the
magistrate judge accepted these jurisdictional
allegations at face value. A jury trial was held,
ending in a verdict of $220,000 in
defendant's favor on the counterclaim.
Plaintiffs
appealed;
the
jurisdictional
statement of their appellate brief tracks the
allegations of the complaint. Defendant's
brief asserts that plaintiffs' jurisdictional
summary is "complete and correct."
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Stephen B. Evans, St. Louis, MO,
(argued), Deeba Sauter Herd, for PlaintiffsAppellants.
Jerome P. Lyke (argued), Flynn, Palmer
& Tague, Champaign, IL, for DefendantAppellee.

It is, however, transparently incomplete
and incorrect. Counsel and the magistrate
judge assumed that a limited liability
company is treated like a corporation and
thus is a citizen of its state of organization
and its principal place of business. That is not
right.
Unincorporated
enterprises
are
analogized to partnerships, which take the
citizenship of every general and limited
partner. See Carden v. Arkoma Associates,
494 U.S. 185, 110 S.Ct. 1015, 108 L.Ed.2d 157
(1990). In common with other courts of
appeals, we have held that limited liability
companies are citizens of every state of which
any member is a citizen. See Cosgrove v.
Bartolotta, 150 F.3d 729 (7th Cir.1998). So
who are Champaign Market Place LLC's
members, and of what states are they
citizens? Our effort to explore jurisdiction
before oral argument led to an unexpected
discovery: Belleville Catering, the corporate
plaintiff, appeared to be incorporated in
Illinois rather than Missouri!

Before FLAUM, Chief Judge, and
EASTERBROOK and WILLIAMS, Circuit
Judges.
EASTERBROOK, Circuit Judge.
Header ends here.
Once again litigants' insouciance toward
the requirements of federal jurisdiction has
caused a waste of time and money. See, e.g.,
Hart v. Terminex International, 336 F.3d 541
(7th Cir.2003); Meyerson v. Showboat
Marina Casino Partnership, 312 F.3d 318
(7th Cir.2002); Meyerson v. Harrah's East
Chicago Casino, 299 F.3d 616 (7th Cir.2002);
Indiana Gas Co. v. Home Insurance Co., 141
F.3d 314 (7th Cir.1998); Guaranty National
Title Co. v. J.E.G. Associates, 101 F.3d 57 (7th
Cir. 1996); Kanzelberger v. Kanzelberger,
782 F.2d 774 (7th Cir.1986).

At oral argument we directed the parties
to file supplemental memoranda addressing
jurisdictional details. Plaintiffs' response
concedes that Belleville Catering is (and
always has been) incorporated in Illinois.
Counsel tells us that, because the lease

Invoking the diversity jurisdiction, see 28
U.S.C. § 1332, the complaint alleged that the
corporate plaintiff is incorporated in Missouri
and has its principal place of business there,
and that the five individual plaintiffs
-1-
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all of this independently (for inquiring
whether the court has jurisdiction is a federal
judge's first duty in every case).

between Belleville Catering and Champaign
Market Place refers to Belleville Catering as "a
Missouri corporation," he assumed that it
must be one. That confesses a violation of
Fed.

Failure to perform these tasks has the
potential, realized here, to waste time
(including that of the put-upon jurors) and
run up legal fees. Usually parties accept the
inevitable and proceed to state court once the
problem becomes apparent. Perhaps the most
extraordinary aspect of this proceeding,
however, is the following passage in
defendant's post-argument memorandum:
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R.Civ.P. 11. People do not draft leases with the
requirements of § 1332 in mind — perhaps
the lease meant only that Belleville Catering
did business in Missouri — and counsel must
secure jurisdictional details from original
sources before making formal allegations.
That would have been easy to do; the client's
files doubtless contain the certificate of
incorporation. Or counsel could have done
what the court did: use the Internet. Both
Illinois and Missouri make databases of
incorporations readily available. Counsel for
the defendant should have done the same,
instead of agreeing with the complaint's
unfounded allegation.

Defendant-Appellee, Champaign Market
Place L.L.C., prays that this Court in the
exercise of its Appellate jurisdiction decide
the case on the merits and affirm the
judgment entered on the jury's verdict. Surely
in the past this Court has decided a case on
the merits where an examination of the issue
would have shown a lack of subject matter
jurisdiction in the District Court. It would be
unfortunate in the extreme for Champaign
Market Place L.L.C. to lose a judgment where
Belleville
Catering
Company,
Inc.
misrepresented (albeit unintentionally) its
State of incorporation in its Complaint....
[T]here was no reason for Champaign Market
Place L.L.C. to question diversity of
citizenship, since it is not, and never has
been, a citizen of Missouri.

Both sides also must share the blame for
assuming that a limited liability company is
treated like a corporation. In the
memorandum filed after oral argument,
counsel for Champaign Market Place relate
that several of its members are citizens of
Illinois. Citizens of Illinois thus are on both
sides of the suit, which therefore cannot
proceed under § 1332. Moreover, for all we
can tell, other members are citizens of
Missouri. Champaign Market Place says that
one of its members is another limited liability
company that "is asserting confidentiality for
the members of the L.L.C." It is not possible
to litigate under the diversity jurisdiction with
details kept confidential from the judiciary.
So federal jurisdiction has not been
established. The complaint should not have
been filed in federal court (for Belleville
Catering had to know its own state of
incorporation), the answer should have
pointed out a problem (for Champaign
Market Place's lawyers had to ascertain the
legal status of limited liability companies),
and the magistrate judge should have checked

This passage — and there is more in the
same vein — leaves us agog. Just where do
appellate courts acquire authority to decide
on the merits a case over which there is no
federal jurisdiction? The proposition that the
Seventh Circuit has done so in the past — a
proposition unsupported by any citation —
accuses the court of dereliction combined
with usurpation. "A court lacks discretion to
consider the merits of a case over which it is
without jurisdiction". Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. v. Risjord, 449 U.S. 368, 379, 101
S.Ct. 669, 66 L.Ed.2d 571 (1981). And while
counsel feel free to accuse the judges of ultra
vires conduct, and to invite some more of it,
they exculpate themselves. Lawyers for
-2-
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defendants, as well as plaintiffs, must
investigate rather than assume jurisdiction; to
do this, they first must learn the legal rules
that determine whose citizenship matters (as
defendant's lawyers failed to do). And no
entity that claims confidentiality for its
members' identities and citizenships is well
situated to assert that it could believe, in good
faith, that complete diversity has been
established.
One more subject before we conclude.
The costs of a doomed foray into federal court
should fall on the lawyers who failed to do
their homework, not on the hapless clients.
Although we lack jurisdiction to resolve the
merits, we have ample authority to govern the
practice of counsel in the litigation. See, e.g.,
Willy v. Coastal Corp., 503 U.S. 131, 112 S.Ct.
1076, 117 L.Ed.2d 280 (1992); Cooter & Gell
v. Hartmarx Corp., 496 U.S. 384, 393-98, 110
S.Ct. 2447, 110 L.Ed.2d 359 (1990); Szabo
Food Service, Inc. v. Canteen Corp., 823 F.2d
1073 (7th Cir.1987). The best way for counsel
to make the litigants whole is to perform,
without additional fees, any further services
that are necessary to bring this suit to a
conclusion in state court, or via settlement.
That way the clients will pay just once for the
litigation. This is intended not as a sanction,
but simply to ensure that clients need not pay
for lawyers' time that has been wasted for
reasons beyond the clients' control.
The judgment of the district court is
vacated, and the proceeding is remanded with
instructions to dismiss the complaint for want
of subject-matter jurisdiction.
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